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The thesis details studies relating to polymer electrolytes: the 
solid ionic conductors formed by the dissolution of salts in suitable high 
molecular weight polymers.
An outline of polymer electrolyte study is presented with respect to 
current understanding of the phase behaviour, morphology and conductance 
behaviour of the electrolyte materials. < In particular, those based upon 
the linear homopolymer poly ( ethylene oxide ), PEO. )
An electrochemical study has been undertaken ( 298 K ) involving a 
low molecular weight PEO analogue, PEG(400)e = CH_CG_( CH_CE_G ) CO CH„ 
( n = 8 - 9 ), containing LiCF^SO^ or LiClO^. The study has shown that 
at low to medium salt concentrations in polyether media ion - ion 
interactions are important and are realised as ion association. The 
conductance vs. concentration behaviour has been modelled according to an 
equilibrium between single, ion pair and triple ion species where the 
concentration of simple < single ) ions are small and decreasing, and 
above a total salt concentration of about 0.01 mol kg"' , the majority of 
the current is carried by triple ion species of the form Li^ X'*' biX~ 
( X = CF^SGg , ClGr ).
Equilibrium constant data were obtained for single and triple ion 
formation ( from neutral ion pairs ). Determination of triple ion formation 
constants vs. temperature has shown that the triple ion formation process 
for LiCFgSOg in PEO(400)e is an exothermic process, negative,
whereas for LiClO. AH'"-' = 0 kJmol~’ .4
Using nuclear magnetic resonance ( nmr ), diffusion coefficients
have been obtained for the oligomer chain in PEO (400 )e and
PEG(400)e.LiCFgSO^ solutions. The chain diffusion coefficients have 
been shown to give good agreement with those for salt diffusion, 
determined from conductance measurements via the Nemst - Einstein
relation.
An in - depth nmr investigation of the PEG.LiCF^SQ^ system ( high 
molecular weight PEO ) has shown that there is partition of lithium
environments, probably within the salt rich crystalline phase ( EO/Li  ^
3.5/1 ). Significant numbers of lithium nuclei are not observed with the 
nmr technique because they occupy enviroments of low symmetry. This was 
reinforced by other nmr measurements which suggested cation - anion 
proximity in the crystalline phase.
A mixed salt system has been studied, PEO.LiCF^SO^.Nal, and it 
has been shown that the mixing of salts gave materials with superior 
conductivities to the relevant single salt systems ( PEO.LiCFgSOg and 
PEO.Nal ) of the same overall salt content. Nmr has shown that the mixed 
salt effect was due to a larger amorphous ( conducting ) polymer phase 
and more potential charge carriers for the mixed salt in comparison to the
single salt materials. A marked effect upon lithium motion was observed 
for PEO.LiCF^SO^. Jîal system in comparison to PEO.LiCF^SO^ and it has 
been proposed that this was due to the observed lithium species becoming 
mobile at notably lower temperatures for the mixed salt system.

1 IITROMCTIOR
'Polymer electrolytes* are defined as solid Ionic conductors formed by 
the dissolution of salts in suitable high molecular weight polymers.
Such, materials possess good ionic conductivity at reasonable 
temperatures ( = 4 x 10”^ cm"', ? 350 K ) and show considerable
promise as electrolytic components in high energy density batteries and 
other devices' In such a role, they are expected to have several 
advantages over what are considered to be conventional electrolyte 
materials^ ;
(1) An improved electrochemical stability window compared to 
electrolytes based on low molar mass organic solvents, such as 
LiClO ^ in propylene carbonate, which are subject to oxidation / 
reduction reactions at the electrode.
(2) Ease of processing, by virtue of their plastic properties, 
allowing the design of optimum electrode - electrolyte
configurations for a given application.
(3) Accommodation of electrode volume changes i.e intercalating 
electrode materials like TiSg and expand as they include
ions, causing stress cracking in brittle electrolytes. Plastic 
flow of a polymer electrolyte reduces stress and maintains 
battery performance.
(41 High, energy density batteries ( > 100 Vh / kg. > in a thin 
film flexible configuration. ( Batteries based upon low molar 
mass organic solvents usually have energy densities of about 
40 Vh / kg.'^  )
The first reports on ionically conducting polymer electrolyte 
materials formed by the dissolution of alkali metal salts of the type 
( M“'X" ) in the linear homopolymer poly( ethylene oxide ) were presented 
by Vright et al® in 1973. It was not until 1978 however that Armand and 
CO - workers'® suggested the potential of such materials as practical solid 
electrolytes for high energy density batteries. In the nine years that 
have followed Armand's initial remarks there has been considerable 
activity in this new field and although other polymers have been 
considered ( including poly< propylene oxide )^ , poly< ethylene - imine 
and poly ( thia alkanes ) those polymeric electrolytes based on poly ( 
ethylene oxide ) have received the most attention.
This introduction details the current understanding of those polymer 
electrolytes formed by the dissolution of various simple salts in 
poly ( ethylene oxide ). Attention is given to the morphology, phase 
behaviour, and ionic conductance of the resultant poly ( ethylene oxide ) - 
based materials, as well as a qualitative outline of the theories used in 
modelling the conductance behaviour.
I d  ËQly< ethyleae. pxlde )
y.0 Catalyst
2— (
ethylene oxide poly< ethylene oxide )
C»2  " -( ™fCHg-0 )-
Poly ( ethylene oxide ), usually designated PEO, is a simple linear |
hainopolyni€*r of repeat unit —( CH^-CH^-O )— which is obtained from
the ring - opening polymerization of ethylene oxide using a calcium amide 
catalyst' I.e : 4
giving molecular weights up to 5 x 10® < == 10® monomer units). The
polymer is linear, stereoregular, and semi - crystalline, with about eighty 
to ninety per cent of the material in the form of lamellae arranged as f
spherulites’ '. Pristine PEO adopts a helical configuration with seven 
monomer units and a thread of 1.93 nm. per unit quadratic cell 
corresponding to two turns of the helix ( Fig. 1.1 )' = .
The glass transition temperature, Tg, of the amorphous phase is i
about 213 K, depending on molecular weight and sample preparation, while 
the melting temperature for the lamellar crystallites, Tm, is usually 
around 333 K < although the true thermodynamic melting temperature has
been calculated to be 349 K for a perfect crystal )'®.
J
'3
1.93 nm
Oxygen Carbon ^2^ —  Hydrogen ^
■
view down the helix
Elg, 1.1. The helical structure of PEO. (From reference 12.)
.“3
L.2 E iao ia tlQ iLJD l_aL-43a ly^^
A sait dissolves in a solvent only if the energy and entropy 
changes associated with the transfer of its constituent 'ions from the 
crystal lattice to their equilibrium positions in the host medium produce 
an overall reduction in the free energy of the system^*. Lattice energy 
must therefore be compensated for by ion - solvent interactions. In a 
polymer electrolyte, the 'solvent* is the macromolecular array of Lewis 
bases determined by the repeat unit of the host polymer i.e the oxygen 
atoms of a polyether, the sulphur atoms of a polysulphide, or the nitrogen 
atoms of a polyimine.
In polymer media, the loss of translational entropy of the solvent 
caused by ion solvation Is much smaller than for low molecular weight 
solvents hence the entropy of solution is always likely to be positive 
< and so favourable ) in such systems. In contrast, the enthalpy changes 
accompanying solvation do not always compensate the lattice energy of the 
salt, as demonstated by Shriver e t ® and Chabagno’®. In both
studies the existence of an upper limit for the lattice energy was 
found ( of around 850 kJ mol~  ^ for lithium derivatives ) above which PEO 
- salt adducts did not form ( see Table. 1.1 ).
- 6 -
+ existence of a crystalline adduct. 
- crystalline adduct does not exist.
Table 1.1. Complex formation between various monvalent n*etal salts 
and PEO ( from ref. 16. ). Fumerie values given are the salt lattice 
energies in kJ nral"’.
■
\I
Aniun : F- ci- Br­ I- SGS- CIO; ' :^ 3 ^ 3  . BPh-
1
Ï
4
Cation
Li" 1036 853 ae? 757 807 723 < 725 < 700 ■I
t i -f- • + -* + + s>1;
Fa" 923 785 747 704 682 648 < 650 < 630 ■ j~ + + + + + + f
K" 821 715 682 644 616 602 < 605 < 630 j
— + + 4" + + t
Rb" 785 689 660 630 619 582 < 585 < 600+ + + + + Î
Cs" 740 659 631 604 568 542 < 550 < 550- — — + + + + + 1
■
The main reason for this effect concerns the aprotic nature of the 
solvent. Whereas salvation of the cation is envisaged as occurring mainly 
via electrostatic interactions between the positive ion and the lone pairs
on the ether oxygens of the polymer chain, anions have been shown to
exhibit no specific salvation effects in aprotic solvents i.e the hydrogen 
banding interactions which stabilise anions in protic media can no longer 
occur. Further, this anion destabilisation, directly related to the
charge density and basicity of the ion, has been found to follow the
general order’^  :
CHgCOQ- > Cl- > Br- > I" > SCS~ > CIO^ > BFj
hence it is to be expected that the most suitable anions for polymer 
electrolytes based upon dipolar aprotic repeat units, like the ether oxygen 
unit in PEO, will be the large 'soft' ions such as B^“ and C10“. Such 
ions have low ion - dipole stabilization energies, but ion - solvent and 
ion - cation interactions due to anion polarizability are relatively large.
1.3 Morphology
The dissolution of a suitable salt in PEO may give rise to a semi - 
crystalline material featuring the co - existence of several phases; the 
relative amounts of which are dependent on temperature, salt identity, and 
salt content :
ï
<1) A crystalline adduct; usually of ether oxygen to salt ratio f
( 4 / 1  , melting at elevated temperature i.e = 440 K for
PhO.LjCF^KO .
(2) Pure crystalline poly ( ethylene oxide ); which has not taken 
parL tn the dissolution process.
(3) Amorphous material; the amount of which is mainly dependent 
on temperature and the relative amounts of <1) and (2),
The above points are most easily summarised in a phase diagram, 
which has been determined for several PEO - based electrolyte materials 
including those containing the following salts : LiCF^SO^, LiClO^ ,
LiAsFç, Fal and FE^SCF’3 e.i9 Fig. 1.2. shows two of the more
well known phase diagrams obtained by a variety of techniques for PEO .Fa I 
and PEG.LiC10^  electrolytes. Phases written as PEO><FX indicate the mole 
ratio of ether oxygen units, EO, to salt, KX, and is the accepted notation 
i.e PEO^Fal represents a phase with EG / Fa" = 3/1. The overall salt 
content of a given sample, summed over all phases, is also represented in 
this way but it is usually clear if the phase or overall stoichiometry is 
being discussed. The examples are given - in -order to illustrate the 
differences which can be conferred upon the phase properties of the 
electrolyte simply by changing the salt. In the case of PEO.LiClG^, the 
diagram is one of the more complex for PEG - based electrolytes, 
featuring more than one adduct and a series of eutectic compositions. In 
contrast, the PEG .Fa I phase diagram’® is one of the simplest and will form
C ry s ta l l in i ty
PEOxNal ( amorphous )
% 4 0 0 "Q.
PEO ( amorphous )
PEO
3 0 0  ------X = oo 6 3X X
Fig. 1.2(a). PEOxNal phase diagram.
5 0 0
PEOx LiCiO^ ( amorphous )
Q.2> 4 0 0CL _
PEO. LiCIO
PEO + PEO.LiClQ3 0 0
X 8 3oo X X
Fig. 1.2(b) PEO  ^ LiCiO^ phase diagram.
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the basis of a general outline on the temperature dependent phase
behaviour of the electrolyte systems.
In the latter case, below = 333 K, the phase diagram predicts the 
CO - existence between pure crystalline PEO and the salt - containing 
adduct, PEO^ Ifal ( usually referred to as the crystalline complex ), the 
relative amounts dependent on the overall salt mole fraction, ( The 
diagram obviously does not take into account residual amorphous material 
present in this temperature regime. ) With increasing temperature comes 
the melting point of the PEO crystallites at = 333 K to leave 
crystalline complex co - existent with a newly aquired amorphous PEO 
phase. There then begins a temperature dependent dissolution of the 
crystalline complex where the fraction, C, remaining at this and higher 
temperatures is given conveniently by the relationship’® ;
where and are represented on the figure. At an even
higher temperature comes the point of total dissolution of the crystalline 
complex into the PEO phase, yielding a single amorphous phase with 
stoichiometry ( i.e EO / Bfa* ratio ) equal to the overall electrolyte 
stoichiometry.
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l A
Polymer electrolytes have generated intense research effort on a
worldwide scale simply because they are good tonic conductors with
several potential applications and they represent a new area of solid -
state electrochemistry. With this in mind, knowledge of the conductance 
behaviour of is of prime importance in their characterisation :
ill To determine the magnitude of the conductance under a given 
set of conditions i.e temperature, pressure, salt content/type etc.
(21 The nature of the conducting species.
iSl The role of the polymer in the conduction process.
<41 To present a satisfactory microscopic model to describe the 
formation of, and ionic transport properties within, polymer
electrolytes.
1,4.1 Location of the conducting phase
Initial postulates as to the conducting phase and mechanism centered 
on Armand*s idea’ of cation hopping along the oxygen - lined inner tube of 
a PEO helix in the crystalline phase, shown schematically in Fig. 1.3, The 
model was obviously influenced by inorganic considerations based upon 
framework conductors such as - alumina ®^, and early x-ray - based
12
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evidence^’ of cations residing within PEO helices in the crystalline 
complex, the anions in some external, unspecified position.
A key advance in the understanding of polymer electrolytes was made 
however when it was recognised that the significant ionic conductivity in 
these materials was due to ionic motion in the amorphous phase and 
that crystalline phases were essentially non - contributary. This was due, 
in part, to several studies including that of Dupon e t  a P ® who showed 
that the strongly ion - paired KaBH^ species did not notably impede the 
mobility of EaBF^  in the same sample, as would have been expected if the 
alkali ion carrier ( Sa'*' ) encountered blocking alkali metal ion while 
moving down the PEO helix. Further, electrolytic materials based upon 
poly ( propylene oxide ), PPO*, which are known to be totally amorphous at 
all temperatures, showed almost comparable ionic conductivities to PEG 
electrolytes’ . Final evidence, and perhaps the most convincing, came from 
the Berthier group using the nuclear magnetic resonance ( nmr ) technique 
in tandem with differential scanning calorimetry ( DSC ) > 3 ,:s2: .23 ^ For PEG 
- based electrolytes containing #al, LiCF^SO^ or LiClG^, nmr identified 
mobile ionic species as being in the amorphous polymer fraction, the 
concentration of which could be roughly related to that predicted by DSC 
and to the measured ionic conductivity of the system.
%
PPO = -( CH CH^O )-2 n
14 -
1.4.2 Transport numbers
The conductivity, y, of any material can be written as :
< l .n
where n^is the number of charge carriers of type i, the charge on 
each, and is the mobility. In most solid electrolytes the expression 
is greatly clarified by the existence of only one charge carrying type i.e 
Ha'*' in P - alumina^ **, which carries all the current. It soon became clear 
that in many polymer electrolytes this was not the case; cationic 
transport numbers, t+, measured by a variety of techniques, were less than 
one < and usually t+ ( % ). This result means that the following 
expressions must be written for the conducting species’ ^ :
bv = E i+ / ( % iU + E 1- ) (1.2)
and
t- = E i_ / ( E i+ + E i_ ) (1.3)
1
where the total current i = ( E i+ + E 1- ) and the sums of the 
partial currents refer to all of the mobile charged species in the 
electrolyte. The transport scenario is further complicated by the fact that 
the conducting species, either cationic or anionic, have not been firmly 
identified in polymer electrolytes i.e single ions have been supposed but 
other species, such as triple ions^ ®*^  ^ ( +-+ or ), cannot be 4
d iscounted.
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Vith these possible complications to the ionic transport picture in 
niimi only some examples are given. For PEO.LiClO^  electrolytes at high 
salt content ( EÜ / Li. = 8 / 1  - 12 / 1 ) and at temperatures of
around 4 00 K, a number of techniques^’' < mainly electrochemical.) 
give a t ( Li ) value of about 0.25 to 0.30. In PEO.LiCF^ SC^  electrolytes 
at similar temperature^  ^ t. ( Li > varies from 0.2 to 0.45 depending on 
experimental technique®*? ’ . The temperature and concentration dependence 
of transport numbers in these systems is obviously another matter and 
there appears to be no firm agreement on either at the present time. An 
interesting study on the system PEOgLiClg 80^ by Bhattacharja et a f ’ 
using nuclear magnetic resonance yielded the data shown in Fig. 1.4. Here 
cationic transport numbers were found to increase with temperature in the 
totally amorphous electrolyte.
1.4.3 The temperature dependence of conductance.
Armand’ and Chabagno’® studied ~the'~ temperature dependence of 
conductance for a range of poly( ethylene oxide ) - based electrolyte 
systems and classified the conductance behaviour of a given system 
according to one of three types < shown schematically in Fig. 1.5.) ;
Type ( I ) : Hon - Arrhenius behaviour over the entire temperature 
range of study ( usually = (298 - 410) K ) i.e FEO^ ^  LiClO
16 -
0.7-
hI  -
t i 0.5 -I
0.4-
0.3 -
0.2
410 420 430 440Temperature /K 
Fi^. 1.4. Anlonlc and cationic transport numbers in
PEOgLiCF^SO^ determined by nuclear magnetic resonance.
w
-41 PEO. p-LlClO 4.5
-51
~61
-7
3.0
Fig. 1.5(a). Type i  conductance behaviour.
-  17
-41 0
PEO. _ KSC¥ 4.5
-51 0
61 0
3.0 3.5- 1
Fig. 1.5(b). Type n  conductance behaviour.
-41 0 PEG. -iraSCU 4.0
5w 1 0
-610
-7
^ 1 0
3.53.0 —1
Fig. 1.5(c). Type m  conductance behaviour.
Type ( I I )  ; Arrhenius behaviour below the melting temperature of 
the pure PEO crystallites ( « 333 K ) but non - Arrhenius above
i.e PEO, ^KSCN 4. 5
Type ( I I I ) : Arrhenius behaviour at all temperatures but with a
smaller apparent activation term (Ea) above 333 K than below
i.e PEO ,  ^¥aSCN.4 .b
Here, 'Arrhenius behaviour* means a linear plot of ln< v ) vs. 1/T
according to the familiar law®'* ;
O' = o'o.expC -Ea / RT ) (1.4)
where me is a constant, R the gas
constant ( 8.314 J K~^mol~^ ), and Ea the activation energy for the
transport process.
1.4.4 Hon - Arrhenius behaviour; the Vogel - Tamman - Fulcher equation.
In addition to the typ e  ( I ) and typ e  ( I I )  behaviour noted above for
PEO.MX systems,“non - Arrhenius behaviour of conductance with temperature 
is a feature common to many totally amorphous electrolytes with a PEO 
base, such as the comb - branched electrolytes®®, cross - linked 
materials®^ and low mol. wt. PEO oligomer systems^®, all featuring the 
ether oxygen unit as the solvating moiety. ( PPO - based electrolytes must
also be included here, they are totally amorphous and show non -
Arrhenius behaviour^ ).
In most cases, where the conductance does not follow the Arrhenius 
form, the Vogel - Tamman - Fulcher ( VTF ) equation’ has been used to 
Jinearise the data i .e :
A T  ^expt -E / R(T - To) > fl.5)
where InC «rT^  ) vs, 1 / ( T - To ) yields a 
linear plot, A and E are constants and To is a reference temperature. This 
empirical equation was originally used to describe the viscosity of 
supercooled liquids. At a later stage Cohen and Turnbull®® arrived at the 
same formalism, using free volume ideas, where the basic assumption for 
the model was that diffusion was not an activated process but occurred as 
a result of the redistribution of free volume within the liquid. ( The *E‘ 
term in the VTF equation now becomes a function of expansivity, not 
energy. ) The molecules are assumed confined within cages except when a 
hole is opened which is large enough for the diffusing species to jump 
into. In the free volume model the To term is the 'equilibrium glass 
transition temperature' at which free volume tends to zero. It is not to be 
confused with the thermodynamic glass transition temperature, Tg, at which 
an endotherm may be observed in DSC for example; the following 
approximate relationship is found :
To Tg - 50 K
The relevance here is that
Cheradame's group'* have used both free volume and Arrhenius considerations
in interpreting results for cross - linked network electrolytes based upon
poly ( ethylene glycol ), -4- GH^ CHg 0 4-^  , n 4 25, containing salts
such as SaBH, and LiClQ 4 4
Other ideas for modelling the conductance behaviour have been based 
on configurational entropy ideas, as proposed by Adam and Gibbs®’' to
explain the general transport properties of pure < no solute ) amorphous 
polymer phases. As in the free volume picture, the associated theory
arrives at the same formalism as the VTF equation but is based upon 'group 
CO - operative' rearrangements of the polymer chain to give transport. The 
configurational entropy model was originally applied to polymer 
electrolyte systems by Papke et aJ’®, and has since been favoured by
several authors. The E term < see the VTF form above ) in this model is
relatable to an energy ( unlike the free volume model ) i.e :
A/i S* To / kB (1.6)
where Ap is the free energy barrier impeding the basic 
configurational rearrangement, the minimum entropy required for the
rearrangement, To where the configurational entropy goes to zero ( again 
an equilibrium glass transition temperature = Tg - 50 K ), k and B are 
constants.
Although both models have been used in polymer electrolyte study, it 
is recognised that there are several conceptual drawbacks in their 
application : Firstly, they are not microscopic, and describe only polymer 
motion, not that of the ionic species. Secondly, they are static pictures 
based upon thermodynamic arguments and as such do not introduce the 
dynamic ideas necessary to give actual rates and mechanisms of transport.
1.4.5 Dynamic Bond Percolation Theory
In recognition of the above factors Eatner®® has recently introduced 
the 'Dynamic Bond Percolation Kodel', the only detailed microscopic model 
developed specifically for describing the transport properties in polymer 
electrolytes. The model develops well known percolation theories®®, based 
on a set of sites at which the moving species ( ions ) can reside, and 
describes allowed motions with a set of master equations :
where is the probability of finding the charge carrier at
site i at time t, and is the rate at which the carrier
hops from site j  to site i < the site hopping is regarded as to nearest - 
neighbour sites ). The static model defines a 'bond' as a pathway between 
hopping sites, which can be open, i.e available for a hop, or closed, 
unavailable < this is not to be confused with a chemical bond ). The model
also defines f as the fraction of bonds available for a hop ( they are 
'open' ) and when this fraction is above a threshold value it allows a 
series of uninterrupted open bonds on the lattice and diffusive transport 
can take place.
The transition to the dynamic case, and relevance to polymer 
electrolytes, comes with the additional requirement that which bonds are 
open or closed changes with a characteristic rate X, the renewal rate. 
Physically, the polymer has now been introduced, the renewal event 
describing motion of a polymer segment which, for example, either permits 
a cation to change co - ordinating ligands or frees a previously blocked 
pathway for ions to move. Finally, the hopping rate, is postulated as 
depending on the molecular mechanism involved in the transport i.e cations 
are envisaged as interacting specifically with the polymer chain at ether 
oxygen co - ordinating sites while anions may jump between 'void' sites. 
The model is at an admittedly early stage of development and requires 
experimental input in the form of estimates for the f, X and ¥ parameters 
but it does represent a beginning towards a dedicated polymer electrolyte 
theory.
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1.5 Overview
The study of polymer electrolyte systems Is still at a compai itiv(>ly 
ear I y stage, with a need to refine and inter - relate both physical and 
theoretical aspects of their study. In the broadest sense, the macroscopic 
evaluation of these systems i.e phase behaviour, conductance 
characterisation, and development of phenomenological models, has given 
way in recent years to microscopic investigations, which have come with 
the need to gain information on the following aspects :
(1) The state of the salt in these systems i.e the degree of 
dissociation and identity of the conducting species, which has 
direct dependence upon ion - ion and ion - solvent interactions.
(2) 'Microscopic* phase behaviour. Does a simple case exist of 
partition between phases with mobile amorphous and non - mobile 
crystalline regions or are phase boundaries more subtle?
(3) The dynamics of all species ; ionic and polymer. This 
includes both local effects, such as a polymer chain motion 
correlation time for the liquid - like behaviour believed to 
exist in the amorphous phase, and true diffusion effects, 
pertinent to the transport of ions.
In addition to an improved physical description, a developing theory like 
Dynamic Bond Percolation would then benifit by having a better estimation 
of the f, X and V parameters.
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Vith this in mind, work was undertaken to investigate some aspects 
of the above considerations: Chapter 2 addresses current ideas on the 
state of the salt aud nature of the conducting species in polymer 
electrolytes. The results of an electrochemical study on a low molecular 
weight PEO - analogue system are presented, serving as a model system for 
the high molecular weight case. Chapter 3 introduces nuclear magnetic 
resonance and the results of studies on the low molecular weight model 
system. Chapters 4 and 5. continue the nmr theme, detailing studies on 
systems considered to be conventional polymer electrolytes; high molecular 
weight poly( ethylene oxide ) containing dissolved salt.

2 CONPgCTAFCE STUDIES QÏÏ LQV MOLECULAR WEIGHT PEP AITALQGTJE - 
IgQRGAHIC SALT SYSTEMS.
Z A Introduction.
Two of the main questions still concerning the study of polyether 
electrolyte systems are that of the microscopic transport mechanism for 
the conducting species and the nature of the conducting species. Indeed, a 
serious problem with the current theories of polymer electrolytes concerns 
the strength of the interactions between the salt and the polymer host in 
comparison to that of the inter ionic forces. This leads to the question of 
exactly how the salt exists in these polyether media. Is salt dissociation 
complete with cations situated within a four co-ordinate ether oxygen 
cage, the anions in some external unspecified position, or is the 
dissociation incomplete with the presence of species more complex than 
simple single ions?
Intuitively one would consider that ion - ion interactions must be 
of major importance in media with relatively low dielectric constant. If we 
consider that the dielectric constant, e, of PEG - type materials is no 
more than seven®^ , and is generally assumed to have a value of five, then 
such systems are well outside the range adopted by Parker^ '^ ’ to define 
"dipolar aprotic electrolytic solvents" i.e dimethyIformamide has g = 36.7. 
The implication here is that ion-ion interactions, manifest as ion 
association, may be an important factor in polyether electrolyte systems.
The importance of ion pairing has been pointed out previously by 
a number of workers'* ^ and direct spectroscopic evidence has
been obtained in several instances: Ratner^ *^'*^  identified Li^BH" and
5a"*BH~ ion pairs in PEO.SBH^ < infra - red and Raman spectroscopy ), 
Teeters and Frech"*® suggested strong cation - anion interactions in 
PPOylTaSCR solutions ( Raman spectroscopy ) and Chadwickf^ determined 
Rubidium - Iodine contact pairs in PEO^Rbl (Exafs).
In the main such studies have identified the presence of neutral 
species ( ion pairs ) which are obviously non-conducting. In this chapter 
we attempt to establish the state of the electrolyte in polyether media 
and thus to suggest the nature of the ccmductlng' species.
Much useful information on ion - ion interactions can often be 
derived by measuring conductance as a function of concentration at 
relatively low salt content. This approach has been used reliably over 
many decades to address problems in various media and benefits a tested 
theoretical base'*’'. There are however problems associated with obtaining 
reliable results when using polymers with the molecular weight ( mol.wt. ) 
commonly selected for farming polymer electrolytes < > 200,000 ). Ionic 
impurities, mainly from catalyt residues, are very difficult to remove and 
therefore one would expect a large error to be introduced into the 
supposed ionic concentration for a low salt content experiment. Further, 
the removal of phase heterogeneity to ensure a uniform distribution of 
salt can only be achieved for many systems by working at high 
temperatures where the dimensions of the electrolyte are no longer stable.
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For these reasons it was decided to study conductance in a low mol.wt. 
analogue of PEG which is a liquid at room temperature and thus negates the 
above problems.
As has been mentioned, it is now widely accepted that the amorphous 
regions in polyether electrolytes are responsible for the observed high 
ionic conductivity. Above Tg the local structure and segmental dynamics of 
the amorphous regions are liquid - like and the only important difference 
between the conductance behaviour of high and low mol.wt. materials is 
likely to be in the overall conformational motion of the different lengths 
of the polymer chain ( as demonstrated by the pronounced rise in 
viscosity with mol.wt. ). It is not considered that this variation has any 
significant influence on the state of the electrolyte in polyether media, 
and it is suggested that the results presented here may be extrapolated to 
high mol.wt. analogues.
2.2 Experimental.
2.2.1 Preparation of salts, solute and solutions.
Salts:
LiC!^  SOg ( 3K's Ltd. ) was dried in the manner selected by 
most authors, heating under vacuum at 425 K for forty-eight hours. Upon 
cooling, the salt was stored in a vacuum dessicator over phosphorus 
pentoxide ( P^O^ ) before use.
LiClO^ ( Aldrich Chemicals Ltd.) is known to retain water of 
crystallisation as a solid'*®. This was removed by heating and melting 
under vacuum at 300-G for forty - eight hours. The dried salt was then 
cooled and stored as for LICF^SO^.
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Solvent I
The short chain polyethylene glycol, H0**< < n =
8 - 9 ,  average mol.wt. 400 ), obtained from Aldrich Chemicals Ltd., was 
found to dissolve salts such as LiCF^ S^O^  , LiClO^ , and Mal readily. 
However, the glycol as received was not considered to be a practicable 
solvent in this investigation:
(a) The relatively high viscosity of the solvent, probably 
due to hydroxyl end - group hydrogen bonding interactions, made the 
preparation, handling, and conductance measurement of electrolyte solutions 
awkward ( by mol.wt. = 600 these materials are waxes ).
(b> Proton nmr < Bruker, model WP80 ) indicated that salt
dissolution was accompanied by strong specific interaction between the 
added salt and the hydroxyl end - groups, and that salt - chain 
interaction was not apparent C to ± 1 Hz. ). This is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
where the addition of LiCF^O^ is observed to strongly affect the 
hydroxyl but not the chain resonance —< CH^CH^O )— .In contrast, the
addition of salts such as HaSCK to glymes of the form :
CH3-0-< CH^-CHg-O J-CHg
has been shown to result in a peak frequency shift and peak splitting of 
the chain resonance'*®.
- 3 0
(al HO "f CH_CH^O 4- H
TMS
OH
6 / from TMS Ii
TMS
6 / from TM8
FI g. 2.1. Nmr spectra < 80 Mz, CHCl^ solution ) for (a.) PEO(400) 
and i l l  PEO(400) LiCFgSOg. ( PEOC400) = HO -f CHgCH^O 4- H, n = 8 - 9 ).
* TMS = tetramethylsilane, <CH^)^Si
Eada - acétylation of poly ( ethylene glycol ).
For the above reasons , terminal hydroxyls were removed by 
endo-acetylating the glycol according to the method of Shigehara e t  . 
The method involves estérification of the terminal hydroxyl groups by 
reaction with a two - fold excess of acetic anhydride i.e
2C CHgCO ) 0
HQ -f CHgCHgO   > CHgCOg-e CH^CH^O CH^ + 2 CH^CO^H
PEOC400) PEG(400)e
Here, sufficient anhydride C Analar grade, BDH Chemicals Ltd. ) 
was added directly to PEO<400) in a round - bottomed flask and the 
mixture stirred at 345 K for eight hours under a stream of dry nitrogen 
gas. Excess anhydride and eliminated acid were then removed; initially by 
rotary evaporation and then finally by passing the mixture through a basic 
alumina column ( Merck Grade 1, dried under vacuum, 425 K for two days > 
which was eluted with chloroform. The chloroform was removed by 
rotary evaporation and the remaining material held under vacuum at 355 K 
for twenty - four hours before storing in a vacuum dessicator over 
PgOg until further use.
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That the end - capping procedure was successful was confirmed 
by infra red ( Perkin Elmer, model 1330 ) and nmr spectroscopy. Fig. 2.2. 
shows the infra red spectra of PEG (400) and PEG (400 )e respectively 
where the various modes are assigned according to the literature 
values for PEG®'* and polyethylene glycol®^ . End - capping is accompanied 
by the removal of the strong hydroxyl stretching mode centered at about 
3300 cm~‘', Fig. 2.2.(a), and the appearance of the carbonyl stretch at 
1735 cm"’, Fig. 2.2.(b). ( Structure in the 3400 - 3700 cm"’ region of the 
latter is likely to be due to combination and / or overtone bands from 
lower frequency modes.)
Fig. 2.3. shows the proton nmr spectra for PEG(400)e and 
PEG<400)e^ LiCF^SOg. In Fig. 2.3. (a) there is no hydroxyl absorbtion ( as 
the case of the glycol, Fig. 2.1.(a). ) and new structure has appeared in 
the spectrum. The assignments given are consistent with the formula 
CHgCG^ -4" CHgCHgG 4^CG CH^ ( n = 8 - 9, mol.wt.  ^486 ). More significantly, 
Fig. 2.3.(b) shows an affect upon the main chain resonance with the 
addition of salt, the peak shifted about 6 Hz. to higher frequency and 
split. In a qualitative sense this paramagnetic shift can be viewed a 
result of electrostatic interaction between positive species, or positively 
polarised species, and the ether oxygens. Such an Interaction has been 
shown to withdraw electron density from the oligomer chain and deshield 
the chain protons, giving absorbtion at higher frequencies'’^®'®®.
— 33““
ill HO 4  CH.CH.O 4  H
Ü21 CH-C-0 4  CH^CH^O 4  C-CH,
3500 3000
KEY:
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Wavenumber / cm -1
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1400 1200
Assignment
A CO-H) stretch E (CHp) torsion
B (CHg) stretch F <CH^ ) torsion
C (CHg) bending G (C-O-C) stretch
D (CHg) wagging / H <C=0) stretch
(CHg) stretch
Fig. 2.2. The infra - red spectra of (a) PEOC400) and (b) PEO(400)e.
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ÎTiiir spectra ( 80 MHz, CHCl solution ) for (&1 PEO(400)e 
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Polymer Dialysis,
The endo - acetylated material, as prepared,
showed residual conductivity of ( 0.08 - 0.20 )pScm~’, depending on batch.
By the nature of their synthesis, one would expect FEO - type materials
to contain residual ionic impurities from sources such as initiators
and catalysts'^. This was confirmed by atomic absorbtion analysis, 
+2 +which showed Ca and 5fa to be the main contaminants at about 4.0
-3 -1 -3 -1X 10 mol jfcg and 1.5 x 10 mol kg respectively. Rogue species at 
these concentrations would be expected to have a serious effect on the 
measured conductance in a low concentration experiment such as this 
< 0.002 - 0.080 mol Kg~^  ), and it was decided to remove them by the 
membrane dialysis technique®®.
Dialysis is used to separate large and small species and 
depends on the fact that a semi - permeable membrane allows the smaller 
species to pass through but not the large ones. In practice, the material 
to be dialysed is placed in a dialysis sac immersed in a large volume of 
solvent. The small species ( ions in this case ) pass through the membrane 
into the external solvent until an equilibrium is reached. The material can 
be virtually freed from contaminants by repeatedly changing the external 
solvent.
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Cellophane tubing ( Vlsking division, Union Carbide Chemical
Co. ) is the most commonly used material for dialysis, with a cut - off
point down to about mol. wt. = 1000, below which molecules or ions can
pass through. Since PEO(400>e has mol. wt. == 486 and would pass through
the membrane with the contaminants, the tubing was chemically modified to
a cut - off point of = 200 according to the method of Craig e t al®®. This
involved washing the membrane with 10% acetic anhydride in dry
pyridine then O.OlSf acetic acid in distilled water. A dialysis sac of about
250 cm® volume, containing contaminated PEG <400)e in distilled water
( about 1 / 4 by volume ), was dialysed against distilled water, changing
the external solution five times over an eight hour period. The dialysed
mixture was then subject to rotary evaporation, to remove bulk water, then
dried by passing through a column of freshly prepared alumina, eluting
with chloroform. Removal of the chloroform gave a material with no, or
very low, levels of ionic contaminants, as evidenced by atomic absorbtion 
+2 +analysis ( [Ca 3, [Ra ] = 0 ) and a residual conductivity below the
“8 -1lower limit of the conductivity bridge measurement <  ^ 10 Scm ).
Solutions.
Stock solutions of about 0.1 mol kg“  ^ were prepared by
addition of the required weight of salt to PEO(400)e, Gentle shaking at 
room temperature effected dissolution. Solutions of the required
concentration for experiment were obtained by dilution of a known weight
of stock solution with that of PEG<400)e. < The molal scale was used here
for reasons of accuracy, with weights measured to four decimal places on a 
calibrated Stanton Instruments precision balance. )
2.2.2 Conductance Measurements:
Conductance values were obtained using a Philips PW9509
digital conductivity bridge ( Pye Unicam Ltd, ) with calibrated immersion 
cells < Orion Ltd. ). A schematic of the bridge and cell components is
shown in Fig. 2.4.
The conductivity bridge was based upon the familiar Vheatstone bridge®^ 
where an alternating current is applied across the two arms of a circuit 
containing four resistances. Symbolic assignments are as follows ;
r(Cell) ; is the resistance of the solution to be
measured.
R ; is a calibrated resistance box.
ri and rz ; are known resistances.
S ; an alternating current source.
D ; an ammeter.
F ; a variable capacitor ( = 0.001 /jF )to eliminate 
the effects of cell and lead capacitance. These effects were also reduced 
by working at lower frequency, 80 Hz. in this case®®.
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A
Fig. 2.4. A schematic representation of the bridge and cell components 
used in conductance determination, (Symbolic assignments are 
given in the text.)
Obtaining a conductance value for the solution under test 
relies upon balancing the bridge by adjusting resistances until no current 
flows through D. At this null point for the current A and B are at the 
same instantaneous potential and so the fall in potential through R and 
is the same as through r (Cell) and rs. Thus :
R / ri = r(Cell) / rz (2.1)
and®^
(2.2) Conductance < y ) = Cell constant / r (Cell) . Q~’cm“^
is known as the Siemen, S, and the conductance is expressed as 
Siemens per centimetre, Scm“  ^.
Three immersion cells were used in this work in order to speed 
up data acquisition by measuring conductance values for three solutions at 
any one time in parallel. Cells consisted of two platinized platinum 
electrodes held within a glass former to prevent mechanical damage to the 
electrodes, altering the cell constant and hence the measured conductance. 
The electrodes were connected via co - axial cable to the meter input.
To measure the conductance of an unknown solution, it is 
necessary to calibrate conductance cells against a standard of known 
conductivity to give the cell constant, a parameter dependent on electrode 
area and separation. This was achieved by using a standard 0.01 mol dmr^ 
KCl solution, which has a known conductivity at 298 12.88 mS car'.
The bridge measures the solution resistance, r(Cell), hence:
Cell Constante cia~' ) = r (Cell) x conductivity . Q x 9-'cm~'
Values obtained at 298 K were all 1.00 ± 0,02 cm"' for the three cells 
used. Cell constants were checked periodically and any necessary 
corrections made.
Solutions for conductance measurement, usually about 5g. of 
material, were contained within glass tubes of appropriate size into which 
the immersion cells were introduced. The tubes were then flushed with dry 
nitrogen and sealed with parafilm coated in vaseline before locating in a 
Grant Instruments LE8 low temperature ethanol bath with, thermostat 
control to ± 0.02 K.
Time was allowed for proper electrode coating by the relatively 
viscous solutions ( = % hour ) and measurements were taken when meter 
readings had stabilized. Variable temperature experiments involved data 
aquisition on a cooling cycle of about 30 min. K"'.
2.3. RESULTS ABTD DISCUSSION.
2.3.1 Conductance as a function of concentration at 298 K.
At concentrations above about 0.5 molkg"’ ( i.e above a Li/EO ratio 
of 1/50 ), it is well established'® that the specific conductance ( y ) of 
salts such as LiCF^O^, LiClO^ , and LiAsF^ in high mol.wt. PEO rises 
with increasing electrolyte concentration to form a relatively flat 
maximum at a Li / EO ratio of about 1/12, and thereafter falls quite 
rapidly as the concentration is increased still further. Such behaviour at 
high salt concentration is unexceptional and well known in conventional 
aprotic electrolyte solutions, based on, for example, propylene carbonate®®. 
The explanation generally accepted for the fall in the conductance after 
the maximum is that it is due to the significant rise in solution
viscosity < hence decrease in carrier mobilty ) with electrolyte
concentration, a phenonemon exaggerated in polymer solvents where the 
electrolyte can act as a form of transient crosslinking agent. Such maxima 
were found for the solutions studied here but are not considered further 
since the observed conductance response at and beyond the maximun 
reflects the first order effect of changing viscosity upon the carrier
mobility. In contrast, it has been shown by several authors, including
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Hall^ ®, and Ingram®®, that below about 0.1 mol dm"® oligomer electrolyte 
solutions of the type used here show essentially no viscosity changes with 
concentration. Vith this in mind, the conductance response in the 
concentration range of this study, < 0.002 - 0.08 )mol kg"' , can be
interpreted in terms of carrier number and type and not as due to
viscosity effects.
The conductance behaviour of LiClO^ and LiCF^SOg solutions at lower 
values of concentration is shown in Fig. 2.5., which is a plot of the molal 
conductance W  / 8cm"'mol"'kg versus concentration. Both sets of data 
are similar in profile with a sharp decrease in A. at lower concentrations, 
a conduction minimum at about 0,025 mol kg"', and then an increasing A  
above this value.
Measurements of molal conductances at low to medium concentrations 
generally reveal two classes of behaviour®^ :
(1) Strong Electrolyte Behaviour; is
shown where molal conductances depend only weakly on the solute 
concentration i.e KCl in water, where the electrolyte is considered to be 
completely dissociated. The molal conductance is found to remain relatively 
close to the molal conductance at infinite dilution, since the only
influence of increasing the concentration is the effect of the ionic
atmospheres on the mean ionic velocity. This factor would normally give 
rise to a reduction of no more than ten per cent for a 0.01 molkg"'
solution.
400 -
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Fig. 2.5. Molal conductance as a function of concentration 
for (a) Lie 10 and (b) LlCF^gO* in PBO(400)e at 298 K.
(2) Weak Electrolyte Bekaviour;
features a steep monotonie fall in the molal conductance with 
concentration i.e KI in acetone®^  , and is due to an incompletely 
dissociated electrolyte, which is usually interpreted as an equilibrium 
MA ^ ^ M"*" + A~, where a decreasing degree of dissociation with
concentration reduces the number of charge carriers and hence the 
conductance.
Conduction minima do not occur in either of the above cases.
Although the initial behaviour observed here at lower concentrations 
is consistent with the weak electrolyte case, it does not explain the 
overall behaviour, featuring a conduction minimum and increasing JV with 
higher concentration. This type of behaviour is similar to that noted for 
solutions of very low dielectric constant where ionic association 
into larger groupings such as triplets, quadruplets, and higher 
aggregates is thought to occur as the concentration of the electrolyte is 
increased. Formation of triple ion clusters was postulated as long ago as 
1933 by Fu d s s and Kraus®^ to explain comparable conductance minima in 
dioxane - water solutions of tetraisoamylammonium nitrate. More recently, 
similar behaviour has been reported by Petrucci and co - workers for 
LiClO^ and LiAsF^ in tetrahydrofuran, 1,2 - dimethoxymethane, and
1,3 - dioxolane^® .
2,3.1.1 Theory and equations for triple ion formation.
The thermodynamics of higher association have been the subject
of many treatments and that it is to be expected in low dielectric
constant media can readily be shown by simple arguement. If the parameter 
b = e^ /âekT < where â is separation between ionic centres and e is the
dielectric constant of the medium ) is defined as a measure of the ratio
of the electrostatic potential energy of two ions in contact to the average 
thermal energy of a solvent molecule®^ , then in round numbers at 298 K, 
b = 100/e for â = 5.60 1. In water (e = 78.5), formamide (e = 109.5), or in 
other solvents of high dielectric constant, b is about one or two; that is, 
a pair of ions in contact represents a configuration which is not very 
stable thermally. At e = 20, b = 5 and the dissociation energy of a pair is 
about 12.5 kJmol"’ ; therefore considerable association to pairs would be 
expected in such solvents. Mow an ion pair, while electrically neutral, 
still possesses a dipole field, and as a dipole is attracted by either 
anions or cations. The potential energy of a cation for example, in contact 
with the anion of a pair, would have the usual Coulomb value of e^ / 2âe 
and so configurations of three ions would be expected to become 
thermally stable below c = 20 i.e well within the range of a polyether 
host.
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In the concentration range of this study, < 0.002 - 0.08 ) mol kg~\ 
it is assumed that the majority of the electrolyte is present as non - 
conducting ion pairs, LiX ( X CIO” ), and that some of these
dissociate according to the dynamic equilibria:
LiX........Li"^  + x“ (2.3)
a c a cs s
and
LiX - ^/gLi^^ + ^/gLiXg (2.4)
(1 - 3a. )c a^c a. ct t t
Following Fuoss and Accascina®®, the relevant equations are now 
stated as :
Li^ + X" : ^ = = :  LiX (2.5)
and
4
LiX + Li"^  . ^  LigX"^  (2.6)
=4
LiX + X” X  —  LiX^ (2.7)
Where and are the respective single and triple ion equilibrium 
constants.
To simplify the algebra it is assumed that and define
and oc^ as the fraction of solute existing as simple ions and triple ion 
complexes respectively. Hence from equations (2.3) - (2.7) :
K = (1 - a )/«% (2.8)s s s
solving for a  ^
K^ ot^ c + - 1 = 0 (2.9)
equation (2.9) is quadratic i.e of the type :
2ax + bx + c = 0
with solutions
X = { -b ± ( bf 4ac )^ / 2a
in this work x = a in equation (2.9) ands
a = { -1 t (1 + 4K c)^)/2K c (2.10)s s s
using (2.3) - (2.7) to obtain
K. = a / a c ( l  - a - 3# ) (2.11)t t s s t
solving for a ^
a. = ( K.a c (1 - a )) / (1 + 3K^a c ) (2,12)t t s s t s
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In the absence af ion atmosphere retardation, the conductance of the 
system can be considered to be due to the separate contributions from the 
various ionic types, in this case singles and triples i.e
+ oc.a !' (2.13)s o  t o
Where a and are the respective single and triple ion terms.
is the limiting molal conductance of the free ions and represents that 
of the hypothetical electrolyte LiX". When and are small
( because the ionic concentration is by hypothesis small ), equation (2,13) 
simplifies to
A. = y\f/ c /^ (2,14)o s  a t  s
which is of the form
-% %Ac + Be (2.15)
If the salt concentration is very small then A. -  and a plot
of log v\. vs. log c should approach linearity with slope equal to There 
is ample experimental evidence to support this conclusion®^ . As
concentration increases, the Bc^  term begins to be significant; since A. 
is thus the sum of two functions, one of which decreases with 
concentration, one which increases, we therefore expect A. as a function of 
concentration to go through a minimum. This is what is observed here.
A convenient form for comparing (2.15) with experimental data is 
obtained by multiplication with c^  to give :
= A + Be (2.16)
%according to which the observed quantity v\c " is linear in concentration 
with slope B (=y\^K^/K^) and intercept A C = ysf / ). Such plots
are shown in Fig. 2,6. for the two salts studied in the present 
investigation and are seen to be essentially linear. The curvature at low 
concentrations for LiClO ^  solutions is likely to arise from failure to 
include mobility corrections® .^
2,3.1.2 Evaluation of K and K. .s t
Having obtained the A and B terms from the data ( by least squares 
analysis ) it is still nec essary to know the limiting molal conductance 
of the salt and the hypothetical electrolyte Li^X^iX^ <A ^ >.
In many conductimetric studies, it is usually possible to obtain the former 
by combining values for the limiting conductances of electrolytes which do 
not associate. Such a procedure is not possible however for solvents with 
lower values of dielectric constant, such as in this study, where ionic 
association occurs. Rather, use may be made of Waldens rule®^  < derivable 
from Stokes' law ) which states that, for a given salt with change of 
solvent:
*^^ 0  ^  ^solvent 1 ~ '^^ o^   ^solvent 2 (2.17)
where is the viscosity of the pure solvent. This relation may be applied 
with reasonable confidence in aprotic solvents and serves the purpose 
here.
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Limiting molal conductance and viscosity data are available for
LiClO . in several s o l v e n t s ® ^ a n d  are shown in Table 2.1.4
Solvent _A. (Scm^mol o 10? ^ (P) (Scm^ mol f
1.2 - DXE
1.3 - DXL 
F ,F - DHF
14QCS4 3 
104ne^ 3
77.4^^^
4.13«^ i ] 
5.89*^ ’ ]
7.96^ :72]
0.615
0.612
0.616
Table 2.1. Valden product data for LiClO ^ at 298 K.
1,2 - DKE = 1,2 - Dimethoxyethane, 1,3 - DXL
DKF = JSr,J!T - Dimethylformamide.
1,3 - Dioxolane, Jf,ir
The data were used to calculate a Walden product for each solvent 
and thus obtain a mean value of = 0.614 SciiFPniol”’. The viscosity
and density of PEO (400)e at 298 K are 3mown^® to be  ^= 45.9 cP and 
p = 1.121 g cm-3 hence, applying equation (2.17) :
A^ (LiCl(^  ) p e o (4q q ) q mean  ^^PEO(400)e 2^.18)
or, multiplying by
1.338 Scm^mol-i
1.50 X lO-a Scm-’molkg-’
- 51
There are insufficient data available to allow a similar calculation to be 
made for LlCF^SOg but an estimate may be made by noting that:
A  (LiClO . ) = X (Li'S + X (CIO Jo 4 o o 4
and (2.19)
o 3““ 3' "'o  ^ 'o— 3T^ 3'A_(LiCF^O„) = X_(Li ) + X_(CF„SO„)
( Kohlrauschs* law of the independent migration of ions ) where, for
LiClO in DMF, X ( Li^ ) and X ( CIO. ) are known to be 25.0 Scm^ ' mol-’ 4 o o 4
and 52,4 Scm^mol”’ respectively^ .^ For CIO^ the Van der Waals volume 
has been shown to be 0.0426 (nm)® while that for C^SO^ is 0.0643 (nm)® 
( ref. 74 ). Since specific anion solvation effects are absent in systems 
of this sort^ ®, it may be assumed that anion mobility is inversely 
proportional to ionic volume. It follows that^ ,^ using the DKF data:
X (CIO-) X  (0.0426 / 0.0643) o 4
34.9 Scm^mol-’ (in DKF)
thus
A  ( L i C F = 25.0 + 34.9
59.9 Scm^ mol- ’
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and, applying the Walden product rule,
A  ( L i C F = 1.16 X  10-a Scm"’mol"’kg
for PEO<400>e
The estimates for the limiting molal conductances for the two salts 
in PEO (400 )e permits the respective values to be determined from the
intercepts of the plots in Fig. 2.6. i.e for LiClO^ :
Intercept A = 2.23 x 10 ^ Scm ^mol ^kg^
o s
K = ( 1.50 X 10  ^/ 2,23 X 10 ^s
4.52 X 10^ mol f^cg
The same calculation for LiCl^  S(^  (Intercept = 6.51 pScm"’ mol-’ /^ k^g’ )
yields ;
K = 3.18 X lo"^  mol ^kg
In order to obtain for both salts it is necessary in addition to
know A ' , or the ratio A  / . Fuoss^® predicted that / A^ could beo o o  ^ o o
determined from the temperature coefficient of conductance over a wide 
temperature range. Unfortunately only one such system has been studled^^,
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and the lack of experimental knowledge forces an estimation of the above 
ratio in some arbitrary way. Fuoss and Krauss*^ initially assumed that:
/ Af = 1 / 3o o
but at a later stage they and other workers < e.g Boileau and Bemery^® ) 
recognised this as an underestimate and settled for a ratio of 2 / 3. In 
practice, this factor is not important in the present calculations, and the 
latter value is selected. As for determination;
for LiClO .4
Gradient B = 8,18 x 10~^ Scm“^mor^^^ kg^^^
A^ K. / = 2 Af K. / 3o t s o t s
= < 8.18 X 10 3 X <4.52 x 10^ )^)/<2 x 1.50 x l8 )
= 55 mol ^kg
for LiC:^  SO
—4 —1 —3/P "S/?Gradient B = 3.12 x 10 Scm mol kg
- 72 mol kg ^
54
2.3,1.3 Implications of the results with respect to polymer electrolytes.
In Table 2.2. the implications of the and values found in this
study are illustrated by using equations (2.10) and C2.12) to calculate the 
percentage of the salt present as free ions, pairs, and triples over a 
range of concentrations, including values above and below those used in 
the experimental measurements. Table 2.2. certainly overemphasises the 
concentration of triples since higher association is not considered but 
the important point here is that the concentration of simple ions is 
small ( and decreasing ), and above a total salt concentration of about 
0,01 mol dm“®, the majority of the current is carried by triple ions.
Table 2 2 ,, Calculated % of salt present as free ions, ion pairs, and 
triple ions. < Data within the area enclosed by 
experimental conditions used in this work. )
apply to the
- 1. % Ions % Pairs % Triples
-410 32 67—410 22 76
-310 16 81
-310 12 84
-310 85-210 85 10-210 82 14,~210 2177
0.1 2771
0.2 3564
0.5 54 46
-1(a) LiCF^SO^ : 3.18 X
Table 2 . 2 .  / Cont'=*. Calculated % of salt present as free ions, ion
pairs, and. triple ions, ( Data within the area enclosed by
the experimental conditions used in this work. )
c (mol kg ) % Ions % Pairs % Triples
2  X 10-4 63 36 1
5 X 10-4 48 50 2
1 X 10-3 37 59 4
2  X 10-3 28 66 6
5 X 10“3 19 70 11
1 X io“^ 14 70 16
2  X IQ-^ 10 68 22
5 X io“3 7 61 32
0.1 5 54 41
0.2 3 47 50
0,5 2 36 62
(b) LiClO K = 4.52 X 10^ kg mols ° t =
-155 kg mol
-  57 -
Comparison, of the and values with those for low mol,wt.
solvents of low dielectric constant is interesting, and is shown in 
Table 2.3. The smaller and larger values for PEOC400)e confirm,
as one would expect, the higher stability of both the free ions and triples 
with respect to pairs upon changing from a monodentate ligand < i.e DXF, 
DXL, THF ) to the multidentate material used in this study. This is a well 
known phenonemonT- where solvation by the multidentate ligand is always 
accompanied by restriction of translation of fewer molecules than when 
compared with solvation by mondentate ligands.
The most important point though, is that ionic association does  
occur in polyether electrolytes and that at the levels of salt generally 
incorporated in polymer electrolytes ( up to about two molar ), the 
concentration of single ions is very small, where the charged species 
responsible for the conductivity are triple and higher ionic aggregates.
Salt Solvent K^(kg mol (kg mol >
LiCFaSOg* PEG<400)e 3,18 X 10^ 72
LiClO .* 4 PEG(400)e 4.52 X 10^ 55
LiClO4 THF 4.8 X 10^ 76
LiClO4 DXE 4.6 X 10^ 20
LiClO4 DXL 2,3 X 10^ 34
L i A s F ^ c e G ]o DME 1.0 X 10^ 28
Table 2.3.
This work.
and data for some lithium salts at 298 K.
2.3.2 Conductance as a function of temperature.
2.3.2.1 Variation of the specific conductance, o', with temperature.
For all polymer electrolyte systems, the temperature dependence of 
the conductance is one of the most useful areas of study. It has been 
outlined in the introduction to this thesis that for most high mol. wt. 
polyethylene oxide - inorganic salt systems, the behaviour of the 
conductance as a function of temperature may be classified according to 
one of three types, based upon the occurrence or co - occurrence of 
Arrhenius or non - Arrhenius behaviour. The latter is usually interpreted 
according to one of the quasi - thermodynamic theories, based upon free ~ 
volume or configurational entropy considerations.
That for either case the observed behaviour is real must be tempered 
by the knowledge that the amount of elastomeric material < i.e the 
conducting phase ) and the number of charge carriers are temperature 
dependent properties of such systems, as noted by Berthier^^ and discussed 
here in chapters 4 and 5. ( Certainly, with the theoretical understanding 
of these relatively new electrolyte materials admittedly at an early 
.stage'^ *^, the danger of inferring conduction mechanisms from the shapes of 
O' vs. T. plots with existing theories has been recognised®’^-’. )
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However, more recent work involving homogenous electrolyte materials 
where to a large extent the above phase / carrier problems are avoided, 
have in the main shown non - Arrhenius conductance behaviour, and have 
been interpreted in terms of free - volume or configurational entropy 
models. Materials used have included polypropylene oxide < PFO ) - based 
electrolytes’®, cross - linked networks®^, and comb - branched systems®®. 
In particular, the pressure dependence of conductance in PEG and PPG 
systems®’ has suggested the configurational entropy model for polymer 
electrolytes, and this is now favoured by several authors including 
Hatner®®, Cowie®®, and especially Angell®'’-
In this study, the temperature dependence of the specific 
conductance, o', was monitored on a cooling cycle, ( 298 - 280 )K, at 
several concentrations in the range ( 0.003 - 0.055 ) mol kg-’ for the 
salts LiCFgSOg and LiClG^ in PEG(400)e. In each case, curvature was 
observed for In o' vs. 1/T Arrhenius plots. A typical example is shown in 
Fig.2.7. for LiCF^G^ ( 29.6 x 10“® molkg"’ ) where the dashed straight 
line serves only as an aid in viewing the curvature. The increasing 
temperature dependence of the conductance with decreasing temperature is 
consistent with the studies quoted above^® ®® '®"* '®’ and other media, 
including the fused salts®®.
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Data at each, concentration in the range were linearised 
( see Fig, 2.8. for example ) by application of the Vogel - Tamman - 
Fulcher ( VTF ) equation’ :
O' = A exp { - Ea / RC T ~ To )} (2.20)
where A is proportional to the number of charge carriers, Ea is a 
constant and to preclude arguement. To may be regarded either as a 
fitting parameter, or a physically significant term as in the case 
of the configurational entropy model where it represents the 
thermodynamic limiting glass transition temperature, as defined by 
Gibbs and Di Sarzio®'^ .
Initially, the conductance vs. temperature data for the LiCF^O^ and 
LiClO^ solutions were analysed by two commercially available regression 
analysis packages, both running in the Fortran language on a Vax 
mainframe computer.
'Minitab', the first program, involved choosing an initial estimate 
for the To parameter ( 200 K say ) and then incrementing this value 
while monitoring a statistical analysis parameter known as the 'residual 
sum of squares', RSS®®, for the data fit < to the VTF form ) at each To 
value. When the RSS term was at a minimum value then the best - fit To 
region was located. The second regression analysis package 'Genstat' 
automatically gave a best - fit To value for the input o' vs. T data, as 
well as the standard error < SE ) in the fit i.e To = To ± SE.
— 93 —
Although slightly different in application, both regression analysis 
programs gave similar results, fitting all o' vs. T data with To. In the 
region of 220 K ( SE < 4 K and usually < 2 K ) with no apparent trend 
in the resultant To values. ( Genstat, for example, gave To = 220.37 K 
with standard error 1.69 K, for the data shown in Fig. 2.8. )
Since variance In the fitted To parameter would alter the obtained
Ea values, it was decided to constrain To to 220 K for all the solutions 
studied, and derive Ea values by least squares analysis. ( It may be
argued that there is no real criterion for this procedure. It will be shown 
in chapter 3. however that a temperature in the region of 220 K (i.e the 
To value used in the conductance study ) does mark the onset of the
oligomer chain motion in these systems. ) The Ea values obtained, with 
To = 220 K, are given in Table. 2.4. and show a constant Ea term of
= 2 kJ mol”’ over the entire concentration range for both salts. 
( Variance at lower concentrations are likely to be a result of 
increased scatter in measured conductance values which, especially for 
LiCF^SOg , approached the limits of conductance bridge measurement 
( > 10-® S cm-’ ) ).
The constant Ea term may seem surprising if it is considered, that 
the number of charge carriers, and carrier type, are changing with 
concentration for both salts, as was shown in the previous section, and 
points to the role of the polymer as a determining factor in the ionic 
motion.
c / 10^ mol kg ^ Ea / fcJ mol ^ c / 10^ mol kg  ^Ea / kJ mol ^
2.7 2.3 6.0 1.9
4.7 2.3 10.2 2.0
6.9 2.2 14.2 2.1
10.1 2.1 18.2 2.1
13.1 2.1 22.3 2.1
20,0 2.1 27.2 2.1
29.7 2.1 34.8 2.1
35.0 2.1 43.6 2.1
42.7 2.1 54 2.1
(a) PEO(400)e.LiCF^ 3 (b) PEO(400)e.LiClQ^  4
Table 2.4. Ea terms obtained by least squares analysis of In y vs. 
10®/(T - To) data ( i.e the VTF form above (2.20)), using To = 220K, 
for (a) LiCF^SOg and (b) LiClO^ in FED (400)e.
%2.3.2.2 Generation of j\c isotherms; variation with temperature.
In 2.3.1, K^and data were evaluated at 298 K for LiCF^O^ and 
LiClO^ in PEG (400)e, where molai conductances were monitored against 
concentration in the range ( 0.002 - 0.08 ) mol kg-’ . In principle, with 
temperature as an added variable, the thermal dependence of the parameters 
Eg and could also be monitored, yielding equilibrium constants for the 
equilibria previously Identified. In a broader sense, the study of ion pair 
dissociation constants vs. temperature has been one of the main methods in 
determining the enthalpy changes in the process®® but such studies have 
usually been applied only to the well characterised aqueous systems. An 
important study by Denison and Ramsey®® on various perchlorates in 
ethylene chloride is a notable exception however.
For the systems studied here with the electrochemical technique, 
the evaluation of heats of association for the ion pair process 
would require knowledge of limiting molal conductance values ( i.e ) 
with temperature, representing a major piece of work. The evaluation of 
with temperature however, yielding information on the triple ion 
formation process, would require only the assumptions made in the previous 
section, and measurement of the conductance as a function of 
concentration and temperature. Then, as before, determination of slope
-%and intercept of Ac vs. c plots would yield ^ values over a range of
temperatures. Such three - dimensional data < A. = fte,T> ) were obtained
for both salts in PEG(400)e in the concentration range ( 0.003 - 0.06 )
mol kg-’ and temperature range ( 298 - 283 )K.
It was immediately apparent from the data that whereas no variation
was observed for the LiClO^ solutions, the LiCF^O^ data exhibited a
monotonie shift in the conduction minimum, to lower concentration
values with decreasing temperature i.e ( 0.025 e 0.013 ) mol kg-’ for
( 298 283 )K. If it is remembered that:
- 1/2 1/2 A  = A c  + B c (2.15)
then the position of
the conduction minimum may be obtained by differentiation with respect to
c and setting d A  / dc = 0 i.e
dA / dc = d( A c t B c^/2) / dc (2.21)
% A c + % B c (2.22)min min
and, when d A  / dc = 0
thus
4 A c = B c (2.23)min min
B c . (2.24)min
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predicting that if the minimum 
shifts then the ratio A / B ( = intercept / gradient, Ac’ vs. c plot ) 
and hence changes. This is what was observed when, at IK intervals, 
LiCF^ S^Og Ac’ vs. c isotherms were plotted and values obtained at
each temperature. For clarity only some representative data are shown for 
both the salts studied < Fig. 2.9. ); all K^ values obtained for both 
salts in PEO<400)e, are given in Table .2.5.
for LiCF^SO^ is observed to increase monotonically with 
decreasing temperature, suggesting more association to triples at lower 
temperatures, whereas LiClC^  values are invariant ( no minimum shift was 
observed ),
These values refer to the equilibrium A + AB A^B for the
formation of either triple ion type, as was outlined in 2.3.1.1. The 
enthalpy change for the process may be determined by application of the 
Van't Hoff isochore®^ :
d< In K ) / dT = Alf / ST^ (2.25)
and recognising that
thus
(d/dT) (1/T) = - 1/T'
d In K / d(l/T) = - AH* / R
(or dT/T = - d(l/T))
(2.26) 
where R is the
constant, 8.314 Jmol“’ K“’
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Eifl.. 2.9. Ai* vs, c isotherms for (a) LiCiO^  and 
Cb) LiCF^ SO.^  in PE0(400)e,
T / K. LICF^O^; K^ Ciig mol  ^) LiClO^ ; (kg mol
298 72 55
296 75 56
295 77 57
294 79 56
293 82 56
292 84 57
291 85 57
290 89 56
289 91 55
288 94 56
287 97 56
286 99 56
285 104 57
284 107 57
283 114 58
Table 2.5. data as a function of temperature for LiCF^SO^ and
LiClO. in PEQ<400)e. 4
It follows that a plot of In vs. 1/T should 
yield a straight line, slope - AH® / E, from which AH® is obtained.
Such a plot is shown in Fig. 2.10 for the LiC:^  SO^ data over the 
temperature range ( 293 - 280 )K, Least squares analysis yields:
gradient = 2393.5 K = -aH® / E
AH® = - 19.9 kJ mol-’
indicating that triple 
ion formation for LiCF^SO^ in PFO(400)e is an exthothermic process.
The LiClO ^  data are observed to be essentially invariant over the 
temperature range, implying an enthalpy change AH® = 0 kJ mol"' for the 
process. Unfortunately, there is a complete lack of information 
available with which to compare the data obtained here. Petrucci®®
however, did determine values for LiClO^  ^ in tetrahydrofuran at
three temperatures i.e
298K, E = 76.5 kg mol-’
258K, = 69.5 kg mol”’
243K, = 66.0 kg mol”’
— 71 —
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plot for this limited data yields 1.9 kJ mol“\ which is considered
to be in reasonable agreement with the PEO(400)e.LiC10 ^ value determined 
here. This is perhaps reassuring since it would be expected that the heats 
involved in bond making and breaking for ion - solvent interactions, and 
for ion - ion interactions ( as well as those for the ion pair ) to be 
similar for a given salt with change to a solvent of similar donor 
properties.
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3 ïbCLEAP MAGNKTIC K -XriXANCT':: .STUDIH.S ÜN i.GV Mm.. VT.
l’h(.î ANALUGüli .SYSTEMS.
3li1 .WrodjAGtiom^
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( nmr ) is a branch of 
radiofrequency spectroscopy concerned with transitions between the spin 
states of different nuclear energy levels.
As a spectroscopic tool it is a well established and powerful 
technique which, by suitable choice of experimental method, can be used to 
probe molecular structure and dynamics. A further advantage of nmr 
methods is that they can be employed to study a wide range of motional 
frequencies using one basic technique for the same sample over a wide 
fange of temperature and pressure in a non - destructive manner. This, 
coupled with the multi - nuclear capability of nmr, lends itself to the 
study of polymer electrolytes where knowledge of phase behaviour, 
dynamics, and environment, is crucial in their characterisation. Polyether 
electrolytes of the type PEO.SX, are suitable candidates for such a study 
and there have been a number of investigations using nmr methods.
Berthier and co - w o r k e r s ^ ^ , in an important series of 
papers, studied extensively the phase behaviour of several polyether
electrolyte materials, concentrating on PEO. LiCF^SO^, PEO.Nal, and to a 
lesser extent, PEO.LiClO^. In the case of PEO.LiCF^SO^, evaluation of 
the parameter known as T^ , the spin - spin relaxation time ( described 
in section 3,2 > for the ''H ( polymer chain ) and < CF^SO^ ) nuclei, 
allowed calculation of the fractions of crystalline to elastomeric 
components and the relative amounts of the salt therein, as a function of 
temperature. Good agreement was found between nmr and differential 
scanning calorimetry data, and the phase diagram based on both sets of 
data was used to analyse the conductivity of the system above 333 K.
From the results of these studies, Berthier presented evidence that 
the stoichiometry of the high melting temperature crystalline phase in 
these materials was not EO / = 4 / 1, as had been previously proposed,
based on ideas of cation location within a four co - ordinate ether 
oxygen cage, but 3.5/1 for PEQ.LiCF^SO^ and 3 / 1  for PEG.LiClO^ and 
PEG.N'al. C This was qualified at a later stage by several workers including 
Hibma-■' ( x - ray diffraction ) and Linford et ( energy dispersive
X - ray analysis ) ).
n>
Gb-. r/i>: jii ' ,u:,i Kill is'*  ^ have nmr as an iategrai par t, ot a
oiuit. j i3 i j  i naf v i nvestigation of FKO - n.r'.<d - rijfssl'nked networks,
wher o' , one would ;:ur>po''.e, the mnvemenf.s and the "if oezing' of
ixbth .jriions ( CIO  ^ . CK : >  and cation;, (Id* ) were shown to follow 
cioseiy the extent of segmental motion anuwed in the fxjiyether cham at 
all temperatures. These observations complimented others in proposing free 
volume as the basic parameter governing the transport properties of the 
electrolyte networks.
23The sodium nucleus, Na, is suitable for nmr study and as such 
Varboys^^ identified two sodium environments at room temperature in 
PEOgNaSCN, which he believed corresponded to crystalline and amorphous 
phases. At higher temperatures, where only an elastomeric phase occurs, a 
single sodium environment was observed.
In many respects, it was to be an nmr technique known as pulsed 
field gradient ( pfg ) nmi ‘ wuich Ixygan a new era in the investigation 
and characterisation of polymer electrolytes, bv measuring the bulk 
diffusive propertie^ s of the mobile species therein. The power of this 
technique was illustrated in an elegant study by Bhattacharja et a/^’ . 
Hero, for the system P E O g L i C F p f g  - nmr determined anion and cation 
diffusion coefficients, the associated transport number numbers ( b. ,t- ), 
and the activation barrier for the respective ions. Subsequent application
1of radiotracer techniques to polyether electrolyte systems'^ -', determining
the saflii; uj/ameters. ha:. vieid«‘<J daW in go»Ml .i.> i « -‘nion !. w i t rs tn.j: .ii rdg
In thif. and the foi lowin»» chanters, the result.s e‘ a ur I ti - nucJoar 
nmr study, eurnni i monte^ i by some conductivity and di i lei en t a) ...annjfi;* 
calorimetry, are presented for both low mol. wt. and high mol. wt. 
polyether electrolyte systems.
3_,% XUfiPry...
3.2.1 Wucl.ear spin and r,he a polled tie id
This section outlines the basic theories and concepts of nmr with 
relevance to the study of polymer electrolyte systems. It is not intended 
to be comprehensive or far ranging, a function of standard texts, but give 
sufficient detail for understanding of the following results and discussion 
sections.
Many elements contain nuclei which possess a nuclear spin and
therefore a spin angular momentum, Jjff ( where 1 is the spin quantum
number and iT ~ h/2%, h is Plancks constant >. The spinning motion of the
charged nucleus acts like a circular current and so generates a magnetic 
field with an associated magnetic dipole moment These two vector
quantities are related by^^ :
M = Y.Iir (3.1)
where % is the magnetogyric 
ratio, a characteristic function of a given nucleus. The component of the 
spin angular momentum in an arbitrary direction, the z - direction for 
example, will be Ix:ff and will take values given by the magnetic quantum 
number, m, which can have C 21 + 1 ) values from -1 to 1 in integer steps.
y.s
In th e  p resence o f  an a p p lie d  m ag n e tic  f i e l d ,  B.>, a m ag n etic  d ip o le  
K' ■ ! rr 'S ie s r; around t h is  f i e l d ,  in  a m anner s im i la r  to  th a t  o f  «vroscoD c  
Î ! Ifji- t'art.fi , r a v ib ) t io n a l  f i e l d ,  and w i l l  have a non d e g e n e ra te  oet. at 
' ' 1)01 X, V :i v .o -i, th e  Zeeman le v e ls ,  each wi th  en erg y  ;i H.. ( = -tm flit,. >
■ ,e;Kjr a t.'vf ov i f o r  proton 'B, 1 " & /. m = +%, two ZtK^ man
u3ve!;, < Kig. 3.1. ). w:;, r.t.io high»;! energy state corr ponds to
spins aligiKxl against the field direction, and the lower state to tnose
aligned with it. The nmr experiment consists of detecting transitions
between these levels, induced by the absorbtion of electromagnetic 
radiation at a resonance frequency Wc, known as the Larmor frequency^^, 
satisfying the condition:
Uo — Y B.O (3.2 )
where Uc corresponds to the 
frequency of precession of the magnetic dipoles. ( There is usually a 
distribution of frequencies due to dipolar interactions on a nearest - 
neighbour scale < nanometres ) giving Zeeman levels perturbed by dipolar 
ef f»?cts.)
For a colli'v.-tion of uuc 1»'i io a sample at thermal equilibrium, the 
Zeeman levels will oopulated according to the Boltzmann distribution
and as such have more nuclei in the lower ( energy ) spin state than the 
other, giving rise to, in essence, a ma»3roscopic magnetization aligned 
along the field direction (Fig. 3.2 ).
'y t t î <Cj
V2H/è‘
No field
XH B, = 1îco,
With Bq field. Dipolar interactions (B|oc) 
give rise to broadening.
Resonance llneshape.
CO. (Or
Fig. 3.1. A schematic representation of the origin of the nmr resonance 
line of nuclei with spin 1 = 1/2. The narrow line is typical of liquids while the broader line is typical of solids or viscous liquids.
Br
Precessional 'cone' 
of nuclear moments. Macroscopic magnetization
Fig. 3.2. A representation of how a collection of nuclei with the same Larmor 
frequency give rise to a macroscopic magnetization along the Bq direction.
3.2.2 The pulsed experiment
Most modern nmr measurements are performed In a pulsed experiment, 
stimulating all precessional frequencies, where the sample is subjected to 
short bursts of high intensity radio frequency ( rf ) power. Absorbtion of 
rf power alters tjie direction of the macroscopic magnetization with 
respect to (.h(:i field and it is the resulting time - dependence of the 
magnetization recovery to the equilibrium value along a particular 
direction which is monitored.
A basic pulsed experiment is to apply an intense Bi rf field pulse 
at resonance to tip the magnetization 90*=" from the Be direction, this is 
referred to as a 90'^  pulse^ '^ . ( The Bo direction is arbitrarily taken as
the z - direction in an x-y-z orthogonal axis set.) This turns the 
magnetization into the xy plane, where it is observable as an oscillating 
signal in a detector coil ( Fig. 3.3. ). As the magnetization returns to 
equilibrium in the z - direction, the coil signal will decay ( usually 
exponentially ) with time. The decaying signal, proportional to the amount 
of magnetization in the xy plane, (t), is known as the free induction 
decay < fid ), the fourier transform of which is familiar to most organic 
chemists. The time constant for this decay ( i.e for M>cyCt) to decay to 
1/e of its original value, Kxy(O) ), is termed the transverse or spin - 
spin relaxation time, T^ , where:
Xxy (t) a exp < - 1 / Tg ) (3.3)
In Fourier transform 
terms xT,^  approximates to the inverse of the line width at half - height.
A Following the 90'=' pulse the spins will return to precession about 
the field and the equilibrium magnetization along the z - direction will 
be recovered. The characteristic relaxation time for this process is termed 
the longitudinal or spin - lattice relaxation time T^ .
3.2.3 The nature of T ^  and T ^  relaxation.
The T^ relaxation process is envisaged as occurring by exchange of 
the absorbed rf energy from the perturbed nuclei to the surroundings or 
'lattice' as heat, involving quanta of energy equal to the Zeeman level
90^  ^ (Bi > pulse
Big,. 3i.3a_ A representative free induction decay following a 90=' pulse 
where successive fid peaks ( or troughs ) define the decay profile.
•H•P
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separation. It is thus an enthalpy effect. For the relaxation to occur 
uhero niusl b<' specific interaction l>etween the nuclei and their
environment. Six types of interaction have been identifled^ -^  and an 
iipoortan t tine, known as the dipole - dipole mechanism, involves energy 
exchange wiuh nearby fluetuating magnetic fields cremated by othei dipolar 
nuclei. ( The in Leraction is the same as the magnetic dipole with the 
magnetic component of the Bi field pulse.)
The Tg relaxation process occurs usually by direct interaction of 
spins, which cause relaxation in the x-y plane without any energy 
exchange. This is in fact an entropy effect, randomizing magnetic vectors 
in that plane. This relaxation is important in solids where strong 
spin - coupling allows efficient transverse relaxation and a fast decay of
3.2.4 Relation of T^  and T^ to molecular motion.
The relation of the relaxation parameters T ^ and T^  to molecular 
motion has been subject to several treatments, the most familiar of which 
known as BPP theory < after its originators Bloembergen, Purcell and 
P o u n d ) yielding the following equations:
1, / T\ a B, . T.. / (If ù i j  T? ) (3.4)1 ioc
and
1 / T a Te (3.5)
where is that part of the local
dipolar field modulated by the local motion, and Tc is a correlation time 
{or the motion, generally following an Arrhenius behaviour i.e
Tc = To exp( fia / kT ) (3.6)
Combining equation (3.6) with with the above relationships (3.4, 3.5) leads 
to the temperature dependences shown in Fig. 3.4. for the transverse and 
spin - spin relaxation times. The minimum in the T^  plot is important 
because it enables a good estimate to be made of the correlation time 
describing the motion at this temperature, where û>oTc 1 ( Greenbaum’^ ’ 
undertook a study of this nature for PfiO^ NaClO^  , determining a
correlation time for chain motion from the proton resonance ). At lower 
temperatures, or in the limit of zero motion, T^ assumes what is 
sometimes known as the 'rigid lattice' value, common to most solids,
where spin - spin interactions are strong. With increasing temperature 
and molecular motion comes an increase In T^ , or narrowing of the
resonance line, which can be envisaged as a progressive averaging of
the dipolar interactions between spacially proximate nuclei.
3.2.5 Quadrupolar Sfuclei
In addition to a magnetic dipole moment, nuclei with I > % possess 
an electric quadrupole moment, due to an uneven distribution of electric 
charge within the nucleus. Vhen present, this electric moment may interact 
with an electric field gradient and have associated energy terms < nuclear 
quadrupole resonance, nqr, studies this ). For our purposes we regard a 
quadrupolar nucleus in a magnetic field as giving rise to Zeeman levels 
perturbed by quadrupolar effects. The consequences are progressive as the 
quadrupolar interaction increases. Fig. 3.5. shows the allowed Zeeman 
transitions for a spin 3/2 nucleus < i.e L^i or ). With no quadrupolar
effects the three allowed transitions all have the same energy separation 
thus Larmor frequency. With a first order quadrupolar interaction^  , the
upper and lower Zeeman transitions are perturbed to Larmor frequencies 
above and below the unaffected central transition ( line ) to give 
satellite lines. In the second order case, the central line is also 
affected, noted as a broadening or sometimes complete disappearance, of 
the line. Determination of the type of interaction experienced by a 
quadrupolar nucleus is thus a direct comment upon its environment and may 
be useful in polyether electrolytes where such nuclei are found as cationic 
species.
eCDCLU
▲
No quadrupolar interaction (only Zeeman), a = b = c.
(a,b,c = ytiBo ).
First - order quadrupolar interaction, a' b 9^ c'.
Fourier transform.
co
oCO
<
Frequency
Fig. 3.5. The Zeeman energy level diagram for a spin I = 3/2 nucleus, showing 
how the satellite transitions and c. (-3/2->-1/2, 1/2-»3/2) have altered 
energies (al and £1), relative to the central line b, when quadrupolar
interactions occur.
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3.2.6 Relevance to polyether electrolytes.
Many polymers and salt - containing polymers exnlbit phase
nolerogenei l.y, where elastomerlc and crystalline regions co - exist for a
wide range of temperature, pressure and salt content, n ig. 3.6(a). shows
the Ml ( proton ) fid of a poly( ethylene oxide ) sample used in this 
work, at 298 K, The decay shows an initial fast decrease of the transverse 
magnetization, at short time ( = 0 - 20 ps ) and a slower decay to
longer time ( = 200 ps ). It is typical of a polymer in the semi -
crystalline state, where the two nmr signals observed are due to the 
separate contributions from both crystalline and amorphous domains^ 
which decay with differing time constants i.e values. The crystalline
regions are characterised by a fast decay ( small T^ , of the order of 
the rigid lattice value ) because by their nature significant chain motion 
is restricted, allowing static dipolar interactions between nuclei to 
produce efficient transverse relaxation. Amorphous regions above their Tg 
however, are allowed motions which may be considered to be quasi - liquid, 
where significant molecular motion effectively averages dipolar 
interactions to zero, giving less efficient relaxation and a slower decay 
of the transverse magnetization i.e a long T^ signal.
This motional effect upon the time constant for the fid is obviously 
of value in determining the onset of motion, i.e the Tg region, for the 
amorphous polymer domain since quasi - liquid motions will only occur 
above Tg, the appearance of a long T^  signal marking the onset of such
motion.
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Fig. 3.5. (a) The free Induction decay of PolyC ethylene oxide), mol.
wt. 4 X 10*^ , at 298 K and (b) The percentage amorphous content vs. 
temperature, as determined by the nmr method.
The contribution of each phase to the total transverse magnetization 
may be evaluated at zero time ( ijsuallv bv extrapolation ) and will be in 
direct proportion to the nunibtn of nuoloi in the i i .ix •< t • vi > eha:>«;G,
allowing calculation of the the relative amnuriLs of each. This is ;diown 
schematically in Fig. 3.6(b). where the percentage amorphous component of 
poly( ethylene oxide > has lieen evaluated as:
<3.7) % Amorphous = Mxy (long Tg ) / Kxy (total T g)
over a temperature range. 
Below = 330 K, the nmr experiment shows the sample to be 10% amorphous 
and 90% crystalline. At = 330 K a sharp event is noted yielding a totally 
amorphous sample i.e a single component, long Tg decay is observed. This 
behaviour is consistent with the melting of pure PEO crystallites, in 
excellent agreement with DSC data ' ^ . More interesting ( and complex ) 
situations occur where varying degrees of salt are present and the phase 
behaviour of both the host polymer and salt may be monitored.
 Expérimentai,
3.3.1 Sample preparation
Salts;
LiCFgSOg ( 3X's Ltd. ) and Fa I were dried by heating under 
vacuum at 423 K for forty - eight hours. Upon cooling, the salts were 
stored in a vacuum dessicator over phcephorous pentoxide before use.
Solvents:
The preparation of the low molecular weight PEO analogue,
PEQ(400)e E CH “C O C H  -CH -0 ) CO— CH^ , was detailed in the previous a 6 2 2 n 3
experimental section ( 2.2 ).
High molecular weight (4 x 10^  ) PEO, BDH Chemicals Ltd., 
was stored in a vacuum dessicator over phosphorous pentoxide for at least 
two weeks before use.
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By far Ihe mast common method of. producing polymer 
(‘hxotrolytes has been by solvent casting. The method used here was that of 
a c..old grinding / hot annealing technique developed fn the St. Andrews 
labor a tories by Gray et The .latter method has been shown to give
PEO.LiCF electrolytes with improved conductivities to those formed by
the solvent casting technique.
In the solvent - free method used here, the high mol. wt, PEO was 
first milled at liquid nitrogen temperature in a stainless steel ball mill. 
An appropriate quantity of salt was added and the mix re - milled at the 
same temperature. The resultant intimate mixture was then packed into a 
11 mm. glass tube of the form shown in Fig, 3.7. < The tube design was 
that required to fit the limited space available in the nmr probe head. )
Polymer electrolyte
“► vacuum line
/ anneal at 415 K.
seal, under vacuum.
Fig. 3.7. Tube configuration for nmr probe head.
The tube was then attached to a vacuum line, annealed at 415 K for 
48h under dynamic vacuum, then sealed before location in the probe coil.
3.3.2 Apparatus
The basic requirements for a nuclear magnetic resonance experiment 
are as follows :
(a) A magnetic field, Bo, which is locked and does not exhibit
field drift.
<b) A transmitter source, capable of producing short, intense
pulses of radio frequency power < the Bi field ) of the coirect 
duration and pulse interval,
(c) A receiver system, sensitive to both the phase and amplitude
of the oscillating signal produced in a rec.itver coil by the
sample.
The apparatus used in this work fulfilled the above requirements and has 
been described elsewhere^  . A diagram of the equipment involved is shown
in Fig, 3.8. and the more relevant components will be described.
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An CJxfon? Iri-.tr un;*'n (.'J t'i' ( ni^ ht. ) ; üjpar • ;i ifio u;t i rij' majrnet was
usfKj iri iioniu tion with a < 0 - 100 ) amn w,-r uaplv. :;u.-'h magnets
11y operate at very low temperatures and as such rf>cuvre immersion In 
liquid helium < boiling point 4 K ) before the solenoid material conducts 
without energy loss. Superconducting magnets have several advantages over 
the older electromagnets including field stability once energized and 
higher possible field strengths^^.
A room temperature insert separated the magnet space < at 4 K ) 
from the probe head. The latter contained a transmitter / receiver coil of 
diameter 1.3 cm. within which samples were located. Temperature variation 
within the insert was achieved by a thermistor controlled heater located 
above the sample and temperatures were measured to ± 0.5 K by a copper - 
constantan thermocouple linked to a calibrated digital voltmeter.
SjgB4l-.gQ^ nerâtiQEL_âhd_dedteçttQil
A Farnell signal generator < model SSG 520 ) was used to generate a
frequency locked radio frequency ( rf ) signal at 49.8 MHz, stablity 1 in 
710 . The signal in pulsed form was achieved using a pulse generator unit 
( Tektronix Inc. 2601 mainframe ) amplified by two wideband rf power 
amplifiers ( Dale electronics 325 LA, 250 kHz - 150 MHz ). The nuclear 
free induction decay was detected as an oscillating voltage in the receiver 
i-uil by a Clark Widob.md receiver ;^ircuiL, ihis was linked to a
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transient recorder device < Datalab, model DL 905 ) which then enabled 
visual display of the free induction decay by oscilloscope ( Hameg, model 
HM 705 ).
Data acquisition
Sweep times were displayed by the transient recorder in the range
-4( 2 x 1 0  - 50 )s. The recorder acted as a multichannel device with
1024 channels where digitised decays were stored before transfer to a 
microcomputer ( BBC Master series ) via a parallel interface.
The computer operated a controlling program ( stored on floppy 
disc ) which supervised the transient recorder functions and initiated 
successive pulse sequences when signal averaging was employed. Signal 
averaging is common practice in modern spectrometer systems and is used 
as a method by which the noise levels inherent in most decay traces are 
reduced’ It is based on the fact that whereas the successive addition 
of individual data points in a free induction decay results in a n - fold 
increase in their value, random noise increases only as n’''^. Typically, 
between 16 and 100 decays were recorded for a given signal averaging 'run'
which corresponded to an enhancement in the signal to noise ratio of 4
and 10 respectively. ( As a matter of interest, a noise 'filter' was
written which, although simple in concept, showed good results on test
data but was not used in the present work. Details of the algorithm for 
the noise filter are given in appendix 1. ) Upon data acquisition, signal
9b
averaged free induction decay traces were then stored to disc and/or 
obt.aiTU'd as hard copy nul put on a dot - matrix printer ( Epson model ).
3.3.3 Pulsev/idth and Bt field determination.
In nmr the 90'^' ( x/2 ) pulse is the required duration of the Bi 
field to tip the equilibrium macroscopic magnetization into the x-y 
plane^® ( where it may be monitored as an oscillating signal in a receiver 
coil ). This Is usually achieved by adjusting the pulse duration < manually 
in this work ) to obtain a 180= pulse. For this condition no free 
induction decay will be observed because the magnetization has been tipped 
into the -z direction ( signals are only detected in the x-y plane ). 
Hence, dividing the 180= requirement by two gives the jt/2 requirement.
For the samples studied the K/2 values obtained in this way for 
maximum Bi field were as follows :
’H tu/2 3.5 ps.
= 3.9 ps.
’^Li = 9.0 ps.
The "^Li value sometimes departed from this value due to quadrupolar 
effects and the reasons for this are explained where neccessary.
The Bi field strength was calculated from the tc/2 requirement
for the proton signal ( the strongest signal observed ) via the
teJatioaship®  ^:
t = 1.57 / Y Bi (3.8)P
where tp is the pulse width ( duration ) and % the proton
7gyromagnetic ratio, 26.752 x 10 rad T"’s“’ i.e :
Bi = 1.57 / ( 3.5 X 10 26.752 x 10^  )
1.68 mT
71 kHz { KHz = 23.5 mT’^ ® ).
One experiment involved a reduced Bi value, obtained by reducing the 
output power from the final stage power amplifier. The proton n/2 
requirement was then 8,0 ps. hence the Bi field = 31 kHz.
3.3.4 Transverse relaxation time determination
Much of the work detailed in this and subsequent chapters was 
concerned with two basic signal types, short and long T^  . In homogeneous 
samples the transition from a short to a long T^ fid ( = 10 to > 700 ps 
for protons ) marked the change from the glassy to the liquid state. In 
semi - crystalline samples the relative amounts the two signal types in a
9G
two - component fid as a function of temperature gave an idea of the 
phase behaviour therein ( chapters 4 and 5 ) .
For 'L values less than about 500 ps, T determination involved 
simply recording the free induction decay following a 90*=* pulse and then 
analysing the decay graphically as an exponential function’ i.e
-t/T
JCxyC 0 ) e <3.9)
where Kxy ( t ) is the decay amplitude at some time, t, following the 
pulse, lCxy< 0 > is the decay amplitude directly after the pulse, and 
Tg the time for the magnetization to decay to 1/e of its initial value.
Mxy< 0 ) i.e
(Bi) pulse
Kxy ( 0 )-'
+>
Fig. 3.9. Measurement of T from the free induction decay.
Ideally, any spectrometer magnet should give the most homogeneous magnetic 
field possible across the sample dimension. In practise however the field 
is inhomogeneous and for longer free induction decays attenuates the 
decay length, thus giving a shorter Tg value, in a sijnllar manner to the 
dephasing of the transverse magnetization by a distibution of Bioc due to 
static dipolar interactions < 3,2.4, 3.2.6 >,
For the magnet used in this work it was found that this 
inhom ogeneity  l i m i t occurred at % 700 ps; free induction decays with 
larger time constants were limited by inhomogeneities in Bo and would 
decay on a 700 ps timescale. For most experiments it sufficed that the 
observed Tg values increased from a lower value ( say 100 ps ) to the 
inhomogeneity limit at 700 ps, marking the occurrence of a phase change
i.e the melting of crystalline PEO at 333 K, where the ’H Tg was observed 
to increase from =îl0 ps to the inhomogeneity limit.
Certain experiments however < in 3,4.2.4 ) did require determination 
of the true transverse relaxation profile, where the real Tg was greater 
than that set by Inhomogeneities in Bo. This was achieved by use of a 
Carr ~ Purcell spin - echo pulse sequence^ *^ .
The spin - echo pulse sequence Is of the form 90*=" -  6 -  180^  
( writ.t,.'n »/;,* <V i ) ,'f'i it ■ i:nn.:.u)t is outlined as follows ( see
Fig. 3.10. ). The first pulr.o tip;:» t.ho fK]ui I i in iuoi magnetization into the 
x-v plane where inhnmogeneitieri in B,. dophase the magnetization at a rate 
faster than that governeil by the true transverse relaxation process. 
After some time 6 a second ( ir ) nuise flips all spin vtictoi s 180'' into 
the - ( x-y ) plane and the magnetization rephases ( refocuses ) at 26 
giving a spin 'echo'. The amplitude of the echo at 26 is given by :
Kxy( 2<S ) = Mxy( 0 ). e  ^ (3.10)
As the figure shows, 
plotting echo amplitudes at successive 6 values gives the true free
induction decay profile and a semilogarithmic plot of ln< echo amplitude )
vs. 6 will give gradient -2/Tg, from which Tg may be obtained.
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dephasing occurs.
Magnetization in phase
la)
Magnetization refocuses 
(rephases) at 2 &
)T/2
echo at 25
fid with inhomogeneity. time
i c )
(Di
A series of echos at different 
2& gives the 'true’ fid profile.
time
Fig. 3.10. The Carr - Purcell spin - echo pulse squence r^S~rr.{a)  Representative 
diagram of the effect of the pulse sequence on the nuclear spin vectors, (b) When 
spin vectors rephase at 28 an spin 'echo* forms, (c) Experiment at various8 gives 
the true fid profile, overcoming magnet inhomogeneity effects.
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3,3.5 Measurement of the longitudonal relaxation time,
Two methods were employed to measure depending nn whether
the studied free induction decay ( fid ) component was of the short or 
long type.
(a) Short decays.
Evaluation of relaxation times for quickly
decaying fid components ( ( 50 ps ) was achieved by use of the
Saturation - Recovery  ^ pulse sequence, t x/2 In - 6' ~ x/2, to ensure
irradiation of all spectral frequencies occupied for a given nuclear 
species. The method involved an initial 'comb* of about ten QO'^ *^ C i.e k /2 > 
pulses spaced by approximately 5Tg, which saturate’ the spin system. 
'Saturation' means that the upper and lower Zeeman levels, and -% for 
example, are equally populated and so the macroscopic magnetization is 
zero. After saturation the magnetization in the z - direction begins to
return to the equilibrium value, Kz, and its magnitude at any time, S,
during this process may be monitored by a final 90*^  'read' pulse which 
tips Ma=< S ) into the M.v<v plane where it is observed as an oscillating 
signal in the detector coil ( Fig, 3.11. ).
Then, assuming that for all times after saturation the recovery of 
the nuclear magnetisation follows an exponential relationship, M=( A ) is 
given by the relationship’ :
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comb of
n ! 2
y \  'read* pulse.
Saturation. Mg magnetzation 
returnsexponentially.
m
M^ (&)
Fig. 3.11. (1) Schematic representation of the saturation - recovery pulse 
sequence [ji/2]„ - 3 > tc/2 and (2) a plot of how the magnetization 
returns towards the equilibrium value following saturation.
îc/2 'read* pulse
r
(C
>.
i
A
2 0 0 ps
Fig..__3.12^ _ Points on the fid beat structure which are suitable for 
sampling M^ ( <S ) for determination < resonance in PEO^LiCF^St 
330 K ). A is best, where the signal to noise ratio is greatest.
f ' . f  f ' . '  i t .
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6 > M. ( 1 ) (3.11)
where 6 is the separation 
between the initial comb, [ k72 In, and the Mnal n/2 read pulse.
The equation therefore predicts a linear relationship for 
InC l-CM=r:<6)/H:=)3 as a function of f, with gradient -1/T^ . In 
practice the equilibrium magnetization value, Mz, was obtained at pulse 
separation times times greater than 5T^ by measuring the peak to trough 
distance at a chosen point in the fid following the final pulse, as shown 
in Fig. 3.12 for the resonance in FEO^LiCF^SO^. Mz( 6 ) was
obtained in a similar manner, for various 6', yielding semilogarithm ic 
plots of the type shown in Fig. 3.13. for the ’ E, ’^ F and L^i signals
in PEOgLiCF^O3"
(b) Longer T^ decays.
Evaluation of T^  relaxation times for lid components 
with Tg ) 50 ps was achieved by the ImyersiOB. Eecovecy i o e 07 technique 
( null method ) using the pulse sequence n -  S ~ k/2. This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.14. where the first pulse inverts the equilibrium 
magnetization into the -z direction. The magnetization then begins to 
return to equilibrium, passing through zero, into the +z direction. At any 
time S during this process the final 90*=' pulse will monitor S ),
Li (258K)
F (253K)
H (253K)
« f—(
10 2 3 4 5 6
S fseconds
Plots of InCl - ( Mz( 6 ) / M= )] vs, puise spacing, f , 
for the nuclear species 'H, and ’’Li in PEOgLiCF^SO.,,
inversionequilibrium 
At a = 3„„|,then T, = 3„„„/ln2
fid?
Y e e
no
Y e s
Fig. 3.14. Schematic representation of the effect of the inversion -recovery pulse 
sequence upon the macroscopic magnetization. Only at time 9„y,| will no fid be 
observed with the read pulse and then /In2.
lOt)
As the magnetization passes through zero there is transient 
saturation ( no net macroscopic magnetization ) and the 90'=^ pulse will 
give nu ti,l in K. ^ . At this null point for the magnetization :
T, = C ,, / ln2 (3.12)1 null
and may be computed,
Where the observed fid was more than one component i.e both 
short and long signals, values for the longer signal were readily 
obtained at times greater than = 50 ps where the shorter signal had 
decayed to zero. determination for short signals was obtained
by graphical means ( as outlined in 3.2.6, Fig. 3.6(a) ) where the
contribution to the fid from the longer signal was subtracted, leaving the 
only the contribution from the short decay.
Finally, both methods were referenced periodically by the use of a 
third pulse sequence' - ^ ^ , m/2 -  S -  m/2, ( similar in concept to 
the saturation - recovery sequence where a semilogarithmic plot of 
ln[ 1 - (Kz(& ) / ^  ) 1 vs. & yields ). For method (a) agreement
for values derived by the saturation - recovery and m:/2 ~ S -  k /2  
pulse sequences was usually to within 10%, which is reasonable. For method 
(b) agreement with the m/2 -  S -  m/2 sequence was better at about ± 5%,
y
3.4 Studies nn Inw sio'.tx.uiar woipjit PFn(400)o on' jlinns.
3.4.1 I a Lr oduct ion.
The experimental work detailed, here was Initiated as part of 
a larger study concerning PEO<400)e solutions with added inorganic salt, 
where PEO<400)e corresponds to the endo - acetylated polyethylene 
glycol CH^Og < CHgCH^O >gCO CH^ . Three samples were studied with the 
nmr technique: PEO<400)e, PEO(400)egjL,iCF and PEO(400)e%lC%SO . 
The study was multinuclear, involving measurements on the relaxation 
parameters of the proton < ’ H ), the fluorine nucleus <  ^ ), and the
lithium nucleus ( L^i). This was convenient since the following assigments 
could be made for those nuclei as 'probes* for the physicochemical 
behaviour of the solution:
’H - oligomer chain.
' -'F - CF SOg anion.
L^i - lithium cation.
thus those components 
constituting a conventional polyether electrolyte were available for study.
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3.4,2 Results and Discussion.
3.4.2.) Fr-:n‘ induction decay Time Constants
For llie thxe(i solutions studied, the tree indu>.'ion decay for each 
nuclear type C 'H, ' ^F, L^i ) showed two kinds of behaviour, based upon 
the magnitude of the time constant for each decay. At lower temperatures 
the free induction decays < fids ) were found to decay rapidly yielding 
small Tg values, i.e a broad linewidth, and at higher temperatures all 
decays were characterised by a long T^ signal ( narrow linewidth ). Both 
fid type are shown in Fig. 3.15. for PEO(400)egLiCFg80g , at 233 K and 
298 K. At the lower temperature the ’H signal shows the fastest decay with 
a Tg value of  ^10 ps, which is not uncommon for polymer protons in the 
solid state’ The ’^ F value is longer at 30 ps and then h^i at 120ps. At 
the higher temperature the fids for all nuclear spec bas are observed to be 
of the long T^  type suggesting increased motional freedom.
With temperature as a vai iable, values were obtained for
each nuclear type and are shown for each solution in Fig. 3.16. 4
Initial focus is given to the two salt - containing solutions,
PEO(400)e ^LiCl^  SO 2 , where x = 8 and 20. < The solutions will now be 
refered to as the 8 / 1  and 20 / 1 samples respectively, indicating the 
ether oxygen to salt mole ratio. > In both cases an event is noted in all
T^ profiles, at ça. 253 K for the 8 / 1  sample and 249 K for the 20/1,
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transition event at about 2L>3 K aii values were observed to be at the
limit set fay ini omogenei ties in Bo, = 700 fis, as explained in tie
experimental section ( 3,3.4 ).
It was outlined in 3.2.4 that increased motion of a species can 
result in a partial or nearly complete averaging of tie spin - spin 
interaction, giving an increased value and lengthening of tie fid.
Examination of the data below the event temperature shows a
consistently larger value for L^i than either the proton or fluorine
signals. This does not mean that lithiums have mobility in the glassy
state relative to the polymer chain or anion, but is a consequence of the
gyroniagnetic ratios of the studied nuclei, i.e for an essentially frozen 
f'.yntem.  ^ is governed entirely by the distribution of local fields^
B 1.J.C, and the dephasing of spins, the transverse relaxation process, 
will occur in a time of the order of ( V.Bioc .
suggesting an abrupt Increase in motion for both solutions at these 
temperatures. This is, of course, entirely consistant with a glass to 
! iauid transition in both cases, where the transi t.Ion i rgion is markt^ j by 
the change from frozen amorphous to mobile amorphous material ’ ( This 
was verififxi visually bv raising the temperature of the sealed s/jinpier-^ 
through the above tian>.tiun ? eg ion in a methanol bath. ) Above the I
_ ____
1 12
BTow the gyroBiagnetlc ratios of the respective nuclei are^ *^ ;
nucleus i /  10 ' rad, TesiaZl_^SZJ__
H 7^ 2
- 'K 2b.! 07
10.397
predicting a
longer decay for L^i for similar local fields. It is also noted
that :
Y( ) = Y( 'H ) but T ( ) = 3 x 'H )
and
V(  ^2.4 X 7'Li ) and T ( L^i ) = 4 x % ( '=F )
suggesting a different strength of Btoc for protons and 
fluorines but a similar one for lithiums and fluorines.
The Tg behaviour of pure PEO<400)e, with zero sail content, 
contrasted that of the 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  samples in several ways. Whereas 
the latter exhibited a sharp change from 100% short to 100% long 
Tg decays at a reasonably well defined temperature, PEO(400)e showed two 
component behaviour, short and long T^ , over a 4OK range. The relative 
amount of long T^ signal ( or mobile component ) was determined as a 
function of temperature, as described in 3.2.6, and is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
with the T„, data for that component.
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Perhaps the most interesting 
Doint to note is that the onset of motion in the sample is evidencfxi at
K. Til if : r v-t y cloTîe to the To value of 220 K usfxi in fitt;ing
ifiiiui. t.i vi Lv !. !.a to the Vogel - Tamman - F u l c h e r  ( V T F  ) e<^ uation in
2.T.2 loi .Isii)  ^ a n d  I,iCF^ SQ^ at low concentrations in PK(Jt400)e.
Vbetter nr mir. the p; e;- n e e  o i  s a l t  at t h e  concentrations < 0.002 - 0.08 
ffloi kg' ’ ) u s e d  in the conductivity experiment would alter this nmr
temperature for onset of motion was not investigated but it is interesting 
to note that the conductivity data for the 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  samples 
could also be fitted to the VTF form with To = 220 K. < The data are 
shown and discussed in section 3.4.2.4. )
3.4.2.2 Fid amplitude measurements and quadrupolar effects.
In 3.2.6 the concept of amplitude measurements as a means of
evaluating the relative amounts of one component to another in a
semi - crystalline polymer was introduced. This technique is based upon 
the amplitude of a given signal at zero time ( ifollowing a 90"^' pulse ) 
being in direct proportion to the number of absorbing nuclei and is well 
known in polymer nmr'^ ^. The example given was for a homonuclear system, 
all protons, but can be applle<l to the heteronuclear case. An example of 
its use is shown here where the stoichiometry of the 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  
samples were calculated by the nmr technique.
Fallowing Bhattacharja et aJP'', the relative numbers of one nuclear 
type to another in a homogenous solution may be calculated as :
n. / n. = A, /(A. x 0) (3.13)1 3  1 3
where n^  and n^  are the numbers of the differing nuclear types, 
A^ and A^  the respective fid amplitudes at zero time, and 8 a constant 
dependent on the natural abundances of i and j, and a sensitivity factor. 
Table 3.1. shows amplitude data for the ’H and signals of the 2 0 / 1  
sample at several temperatures. Using the above relation as i
n,g / = A^g / < A^^p x 8 ) (3.14)
where 8 = 1.0625®^  , the
ratio of protons to fluorines in the sample was calculated. Vith knowledge 
of the structural formula for PEO (400)e and that there are three fluorines 
per anion, it is an easy matter to calculate the ether oxygen to salt 
ratio. The actual ratio, 20 / 1, is known from the amount of PEO(400)e and 
LiCF^SO^ used in solution preparation.
U 6
Table 3.1. shows that the nmr method, agrees well with this 
stoichiometry ;
Amplitude (Arbitrai y)
T / K. ’ H 1 '-'*p HO / L1CF..S0" 3 ""'
228 100.4 3.0 31.5 20.1
272 89.5 2.7 31.2 19.9
318 83.1 2.5 31.3 20.0
Table. 3.1. and amplitude data at zero time for 2 0 / 1
PEO(400)e sample.
A more significant set of data are shown graphically in Fig. 3.18. 
for the L^i signal in the 8 /I and 2 0 / 1  samples. The parameter plotted 
here is that of the experimentally determined n(Li) / nCF) to the 
theoretical ratio, 1/3, based on there being three fluorines per lithium in 
LiCF^ SO^ . The term '%Li( observed )' therefore means the percentage of the 
actual lithiums in the sample that are observed in the nmr experiment.
According to the data, about 60% of the theoretical lithium 
intensity appears to be missing in both samples at lower temperatures. 
The full intensity is observed however upon going from the glass to liquid 
states, as ‘ identified above ( 3.4.2.1 ). It was also noted that the x/2 
pulse requirement for the L^i resonance differed in the two temperature 
regimes i.e ic/2 = 5 ps ( < 250 K ) and m/2 = 9 ps ( > 250 K ).
100 -
80 -IJ3oss 60 -
8/1 sample.
40 - 20/1 sample.
20
200 220 240 260 280 300Tenç^ra ture /k  
The percentage of lithiums observed ( relative to )
with temperature in PEQ(400)e.LiCF.jSG.^ 8/1 and 20/1 samples.
500 )is
Fig. 3.19. Typical quadrupolar echo traces obtained below Uu. 250K for the 
^Li resonance in iil PE0(400)e,LiCF.,S0, and iJll PE0(400)_LiCF,S0^. Echos were
V <5 0  Z v  <5 O
obtained using a [90* - 5 - 35*1 pulse sequence with 90* = 9 ps, S ( pulse 
spacing ) = 50 ps and a 500 ps sweep, I  = 90* pulse and 2. = 35* pulse.
The reason for this effect lies in the quadrupolar nature of the L^i 
nucleus ( I = 3/2 ), where quadrupolar interaction between it and an 
electric field gradient can remove the contribution of the satellite 
transitions < -3/2 4 -1/2, 1/2 4 3/2 ) to the nmr line, leaving the
unperturbed central transition -1/2 4 1/2 ( 3.2.5, Fig, 3.5. ). If the
satellite lines are missing then theory''indicates that a first order 
quadrupolar interaction will manifest itself as a loss in fid intensity, 
60% in the I = 3/2 case, and 'fictitious' spin = 1/2 behaviour, where the 
required 7t/2 pulsewidth is one half of that where all Zeeman transitions 
are observed. This appears to be the case here, the recovery of full signal 
intensity occurring when relative motion in the 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  samples 
averaged out electric field gradient effects.
Usually, k/2 considerations are adequate in determining whether or 
not satellite transitions are contributing to the observed signal. Further 
verification was achieved by use of the quadrupolar echo technique, which 
gives an echo if the satellite transition intensity is n o t included in the 
observed fid but i s  in the region of those spectral frequencies stimulated 
by the Bi field’'^  ^ ( see Figs. 3.5. and 3,10. ). The method is similar in
concept to the Carr - Purcell spin - echo method outlined previously
< 3.3.4 ) but uses the pulse sequence :
900 - g - 35"='
to refocus the 'missing' satellite 
intensity at 2iS. Fig. 3.19. shows typical quadrupolar echo traces obtained 
for both the L^i 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  samples below ca. 250 K. In both 
cases an echo was observed, indicating that satellite intensity was in the
region of Bi . This, coupled with m/2 requirements at a given temperature, 
confirms that the lithium nuclei in the 8 / 1  and 2 0 / 1  samples 
experience a first order quadrupolar interaction below ca. 250 K.
In chemical terms the nmr observations mean that the lithium cation 
occupies a non - symmetric environment in the glassy state. As will be 
shown, measurements of this type assume greater importance when probing 
environment in the high mol. wt. heterogenous samples.
3.4.2.3 Longitudinal Relaxation.
Fig. 3.20. shows transverse relaxation time data, for all nuclear 
species studied, as a function of temperature for the PEO(400)e, 2 0 / 1  and 
3 / 1  solutions. Some general features of the results are worth 
emphasizing :
(1) minima are associated with all components in the 
figures.
(2) For and ^Li the respective minima move to higher 
temperatures with increasing salt content.
(3). The minima are broad and broaden with increasing 
salt content.
(4) Fluorine profiles are markedly asymmetric, with a 
smaller T^ dependence on temperature below the minimum.
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Fig. 3.20. T^  vs, temperature for the studied nuclear species 
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Fig. 3.20. (c) Tj vs. température for the studied
nuclear species in PE0(400)egLiCF^S0^,
The presence of minima ( Table 3.2. ) for each nuclear type allows 
the statement that the relaxation process ( or processes ) giving rise to
the inifiima have a corrélation time r, :
T. -■ 1 / (3.15)
where = 2mj^  ( f is the
operating frequency of the spectrometer, 49.8 MHz in this work ).
Table 3.2. Temperatures ( Kelvin ) at which T  ^ minima occur in 
PEO(400)e and PEO(400)e.LlC^ SO samples.
jïucleus Sample ; PEO (400)e 2 0 / 1  8 / 1
’H 255 273 293
L^i - 293 333+
i=F - 263 263
( + estimated value, ± 5 K. )
In many viscous solutions, it is well known that the relative 
diffusional motion of molecules usually determines the ’H longltudonal 
relaxation rate^ *^ .^ More specifically, Kimmich and Schmauder’®^ proposed 
that for polyethylene g ly c o l melts, of mol, wt. < 1 0 0 0 ,  T c  was 
directly proportional to viscosity. This appears to be the case here.
c 4 —
where the shift to higher temperatures for the ’H and 'LI minima with
I MCI ''.j' .i np; salt content probably reflects I ncn^ased .nhit ton / ooitv.
as the solutions become more viscous, a higher otui e must
.luciessed to achieve the s a m e  corrtilation time t u r the motion.
The d.ita alsu suggest that although both are susceptible to a 
viscosity effect, the relaxation mechanism for ’H and 'Li differ since 
respective minima occur at different temperatures in a given sample. If it 
is accepted that at their minimum, the protons in PEO<400)e relax by
interaction with fluctuating dipole fields, which is probable, then at the 
minimum'*' :
( T mln. )  ^ )^  / Oo (3.16)1 loc
where represents the strength of the
fluctuating field. It follows that if the 'Li is relaxed by the same field 
then :
l\min.( 'H )  ^ y ( 'Li )
T min.( 'Li ) y ( 'H ) 11 1
This does not appear to hold here
P ?since y ( 'Li ) / y < 'H ) = 0.1b but the ratios of the values
at the minima are 0.43 for the 20 / 1 sample and 0.62 for the 8 / 1, ( If 
magnetic dipolar r e l a x a t i o n  w o r e  t o  o c c u r  t h e n  t h e  r e l a t i o n  predicts 
- 350 m i l l  isec. for 'Li.) A b r a g a m ’ nay; r em arktrd t.iiai. tor spins i ) &  
t h e  c o u p l i n g  of t h e  n u c l e a r  q u a d r u  p o l e  m o m e n t  w i t h  i luctuati ng s i e c t r l c  
•'iolds is a l m o s c  a l w a y s  t h e  main r e l a x a t i o n  laechanisni in t h e  l i q ui d  state. 
T his w o u i d  appc.ir to b e  the c a s e  here, where the l i t h i u m s  fire re 1 a x e d  b y  
fluctuating electric fields caused b y  the relative motion of ions.
According to the BPP theory ( 3.2.4 ) an Arrhenius plot of 
vs, temperature yields an activation energy for the process describing 
the relaxation. This holds well for smaller liquid molecules and superionic 
conductors but fails in media of the type used here, giving lower Ea terms 
than those derived, by other techniques based on conductivity or dielectric 
measurements''*. The theoretical aspects of the effect were addresed by 
Connor' ' ' and reinforced by experimental data. The reasons for this are 
well known and are due to a d.is>tribution of correlation times describing 
the motion and not a discrete Tc . This leads to a broadening of the 
T^  distribution around the minimum, which is observed here, and is 
consistent with Connor's studies on polyethylene glycol (200), glycerol and 
poly ( methylene oxide >, For this reason the T^  profiles for ’H and 'Li 
were not used to evaluate Ea terms.
It was suspected however that the low temperature side of the 
' -'F minima in the salt containing samples would follow Arrhenius 
behaviour. There were several reasons for the assumption:
(a) The fluorine minima occurred at the same temperature in 
both samples ( 263 K ).
(b) The short T^ value at low temperature for ' of 30 ps 
suggested some averaging of the spin - spin interaction.
<c> It is well known that CH“ methyl group rotation is 
facile down to very low temperatures ( 77 K ) and is as such a 
dominant relaxation source'' .^
It follows that if CF“ internal rotation about the carbon - 
sulphur bond was facile in the CF^SOg anion then it would persist when 
translational modes were frozen. The internal rotation process would not 
be expected to have dependence on in t e r - molecular environments hence 
no correlation time distribution would be envisaged and the BPP theory 
should apply.
Fig. 3.21, shows Arrhenius plots of the ' ^ F vs. temperature data 
for the 20 / 1 and 8 / 1  samples. The data appear linear with least 
squares analysis giving Ea = 5.8 and 5.4 kJ mol”' for the 2 0 / 1  and
8 / 1  samples respectively. This does not confirm the hypothesis entirely 
as the Sa values are only an enthalpy and give no information on the type 
of motion involved. This was pursued by calculating the theoretical
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rotational barrier in by quantum mechanical means. < Only the
resuU, is given Iu>r«'. details of the calculation are located in 
Appendix 2.) This was found to be 6.3 kJ mol~’, which is in good agreement 
with the nmr - ca leu lated values and supports the hypothesis.
The optimised bond length parameters obtained from the quantum 
mechanical calculation also allowed an estimate for the theoretical value 
at the minimum for the three - spin CF^ rotor. This followed the
method of Pajak’’®, who showed that the relaxation time of an axially 
rotating three spin system (i.e F^ ) could be expressed as ;
< ,
20 r
4 T(
1 + 1 + A(ùî Tc
(3.18)
where C is a constant ( = 7.5 x 10"^^ m^sr' for ? pioz.i 13 and
6.64 X lO-zs m3s-i for » r = 2.17 Â is the inter fluorine distance
in the CF^ rotor, obtained from the quantum mechanical calculation. 
OoTc - 0.616 in this case hence at 49.8 MHz the term in square brackets 
in (3.18) is equal to 4.54 x 10"^  s. Hence :
129
-25 2 -Q9 X ( 6.64 X 10 ) X 4.54 x 10
20 X ( 2.17 X 10
8.62 s7^
and
T, -  116 ms.
which Is in good agreement with the 
experimentally obtained results for  ^ at the minimum ( = 130 ms.
for the 8 / 1  sample and 80 ms. for the 2 0 / 1  ).
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3.4.2.4 Diffusion coefficient measurement using soin - echo methods.
Thtî nmr technique lends itself t o  the study o f  bulk d i f f u s i o n  in 
s o l i d s  and liquids by the use o f  one o f  several spin - e c h o  m e t h o d s  ‘ • '■^ s 
Indeed, as a means of probing diffusive motion in polymers, pulsed field 
gradient nmr finds common use^ ' With this in mind, it was decided to 
study diffusive behaviour in the PEO(400)e, 2 0 / 1  and 8 / 1  samples by 
the spin - echo method.
The Carr - Purcell spin - echo experiment was outlined in the 
experimental section ( 3.3,4 ) as a method for overcoming the
inhomogeneities in Bo which limit the observed transverse relaxation for 
Tp values ) 700 ps. It was shown that for a x/2 -  S -  k pulse sequence, 
the initial 90"=' pulse tips the equilibrium magnetization into the xy plane 
where the spins begin to defocus ( dephase ). The spins could then be 
refocused by the application of a 180'=’ pulse, giving an echo at 26'. In the 
absence of translational motion the amplitude of the s p i n  echo as a  4
function of the pulse séparation, A(6), would be given by'*^ :
A( 26 > a exp. ( -2 6 / T ) (3,19)
hence a plot of
In ( echo amplitude ) vs. 6 allows determination of the true T^ value, 
overcoming Inhomogeneity problems.
• ti; J, fe’Clï îC'-.f .
Whereas many nmr studies need a homogeneous Bo, the observation of 
bulk diffusive effects in the experiments detailed here renjuire an 
Î rjJii ton >40 ■)!(»( Hjs lie id. This is because the precise reiocusing of the 
magnolizal ii 'fi at 26 is dependent upon each nucleus remaining in a constant 
magnetic field during the time of the experiment. If diffusion causes
nuclei to move from one part, of an inhomogeneous field to another, then 4
]the refocusing of hxy will be incomplete anti the ecnu amplitude reduced. 4;
Theory shows’ that where diffusion occurs the echo amplitude will now I
be given by:
(3.20) A( ) a exp. C -C 26 / D
where the new term describes the echo
attenuation due to diffusion. G is the magnetic field gradient and D the
diffusion term. A typical example of diffusive attenuation is shown in
Fig. 3.22. for the proton signal in PEO(400)e at 321 K. At short times the
3behaviour is linear but the 6 dependence of the new term predicts 
correctly that diffusive attenuation of the echo increases at longer times, 
allowing evaluation of the diffusion coefficient if other terms are known.
The effect of temperature upon this diffusive attenuation is shown 
in Fig. 3.23. for the 2 0 / 1  sample, where, as one would expect, a greater 
effect is observed with increasing temperature, intimating a larger 
diffusion coefficient term in equation (3.20).
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Fia^ ,3,.23.,, The effect of temperature upon the diffusive attenuation 
of the spin - echo amplitude C H  signal) in PE0(400)e2oLiCF^SO^
In practice, the G term was maximised by locating the sample in an 
inhomageneous part of the magnetic fielfi. The ef feet on the fid was 
immediate, with the obsei ved of % 700 /is in l.iie most homogeneous
field reduced to about lb ps. From this value the field gradient may be 
calcul a T.ed as’’'* :
G = 2% / ( 4 X 10^  It, X d > <3.21)
Where d is the sample diameter ( metres ) across which 
the field gradient acts, and T“’ ( Hertz ) is expressed in Tesla units. 
The sample diameter was 1 cm. and with T^ = 15.5 ps,the field gradient 
was calculated to be G = 1.01 Tm~’.
Knowledge of the field gradient term now allows the calculation of 
diffusion coefficient data if echo amplitudes are monitored as a function 
of pulse spacing, 6. In practice this was achieved by plotting 
In < echo amplitude ) against S and extrapolating the linear portion at 
short times across the S range. Inspection of equation 3.20. and Fig. 3,22. 
shows that the difference between the extrapolated line and the
actual data, Ain A( 2hV >, corresponds to the diffusive attenuation term :
Ain A< 2A > = G^ Ü 6'^ (3.22)
thus
D = 3 Ain A< 2A ) / 2 G^ 6^ (3.23)
The diffusion coefficient data could then be determined from the
3gradient of a further plot of Ain A( 2# ) against S , as shown in
Fig. 3.24. for PKÜ<400)e at 321 K, In this data the gradient was found to
4 -3be 19.15 X 10 s . ÿ is 'H ), the proton gyromagnetic ratio hence ;
gradient - ' / D
43 X 19.15 X 10
D
2 X ( 42.577 X 10  ^x 1.01 ) ^
15,5 X 10 s ^
1.54 X 10 G cra^  s ^
Data obtained in this way are shown in Table 3.3. As expected, the 
self - diffusion coefficients for a given sample increase with temperature, 
obviously a viscosity effect, as well as a there being a strong effect of 
salt addition upon chain diffusion i.e at 314 K ;
PEO(400)e ; D = 128 x lo“  ^ cm^ s“^
20 / 1 ; = 9.7 11
8  /  1 ; ( 2.0 I I
showing that an approximately 1 mol fcg~’ solution ( 2 0 / 1  sample ) 
gives rise to about a ten - fold increase in the diffusion coefficient 
compared to the pure solvent while the 3 / 1  sample imparts more than a 
fifty - fold Increase. ( This is why the temperature ranges of study were 
different for the three samples, diffusive attenuation could only be 
observed at higher temperatures for the most concentrated solution. )
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PEG (400) e PEO(400)e LiCFjSGg PEO(400)e LiCg :
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%93
46^
54.6
68.1
200 85^ 208 4.8
30b 91^ 306 0.7
314 127.8 314 9.7 318 2.3
321 155.0 322 14.5 325 3,1
329 198.4 333 18.8 332 4,1 
340 5.7 
352 7.6
SO,
( Diffusion coefficient = D . 10 ^cm^ s 
Table 3.3. Spin - echo diffusion data for PBOC400>e systems.
PEG <4 00)e ^^LiCF^SO ^ PEG(400)e LiCF^
Temp. /K. D Temp. /K.
313 4.9 316 1.9
318 _6.i_ 318 2.1
323 7,5 321 2.5
328 9.1 324 3.0
332 10,6. 327 3.4
338 12.5 332 4.2
343 14.6 335 5,0
349 17.2 338
343
348
5.7
7.1
8.1
( Diffusion coefficient = -8 2 -1 D . 10 cm s )
Table 3.4. Salt diffusion data for PEG(400)e systems obtained from 
conductance data via the Hernst - Einstein equation.
, .. .
The behaviour can perhaps be contrasted with aqueous solution, where a 
4 mol kg"' KaCl solution at 298 K shows only a 1 .5 - fold viscosity 
increase relative to pure water''-'.
It is péîrhaps unfortunate that the ditijsivf characteristics at the 
salt < the lithium cation anc CF^SO^ anion ) could not be studied here 
with the spin - echo technique; transport data as a function of 
temperature would immediately follow^ ' . This was principally due the lower |
relative L^i and ' concentration than ' H in the samples giving smaller 
echo amplitudes which were soon lost in noise levels of the spectrometer.
Table 3.4 . however, shows salt diffusion coefficient data as a function of 
temperature for the 2 0 / 1  and 8 / 1  samples, calculated from the relevant 
conductance data and the Ifemst - Einstein relation'^ :^
o'/c = F^ D / RT (3.24)s
where
^s " OcFgSO- ^^CF^SO-' ^Li" <3.2b)
F is the Faraday, z the ionic charge, c the salt concentration and 
the other terms have the usual meanings. This equation finds standard use 
in media such as super ionic conductors''^’, describing the conductance of 
Na^  in B - alumina for example, but its application to polymer electrolyte 
systems where a jump - distance distribution probably occurs, and not a 
discreet jump distance as the Fernst - Einstein eqn. postulates, has been 
questioned' ' Nevertheless, this has not stopped several authors using it;
138 -
Berthier^^  for example, found good agreement between the actual
i;on8«i. .jin: of Charge carriers pfedicted by nmr, via the
LMUiJ.iu! 1 .nr I ■ 1 .(1 ,1!.; Ner not - Einstein relation for FEU.LiCF^  .
Rcjsonaolo agreement is found here, esoecially for the 8 / 1  sample, 
a correlation between the salt and polymer chain diffusion coefficients 
indicating simply that viscosity determines the ionic motion, which is a 
free - volume concept^ ®". It must be noted that the t o t a l salt 
concentration was used as the charge carrier concentration in the above 
Fernst - Einstein calculation, whereas it has been proposed that a much 
smaller concentration of conducting species than the actual salt content 
exists in dilute PEO(400)e solution. This does not necessarily Invalidate 
the proposed behaviour in either regime however; Chadwick' ' ^ has evaluated 
the salt diffusion coefficient in low mol. wt. ( tetraglyme ) PEÜ.FaSCF 
solutions by both conductance and radiotracer techniques. If we 
consider that the conductance monitors only the motion of the charged
species, D( v ), and radiotracer techniques the translational motion of all 
species, D< tot. ), then :
D( O' ) / D( tot. ) << 1
would mean extensive formation of 
neutral mobile clusters. This was found at lower concentrations, supporting 
the low concentration conductance results presented here < 2.3.1 ).
Chadwick found though that the D( v ) / D< tot. ) ratio was unity at
higher salt concentrations, supporting currents views''^ that at higher
concentrations in polyether electrolytes a quasi fused - sait situation 
exists, where all the salt contributes to the conductance.
It is also recognised that the nmr and. the conductance diffusion 
cœfficierits determined here can have error sources; in the field gradient 
term for the former where the short value used may be t 3ps, and
the use of molal concentration and not molar values in the latter. The 
problems are negated however if the temperature dependence of both the 
diffusion coefficient for the polymer and the conductance for the salt are 
monitored. This is shown in Fig. 3.25. for the three samples studied where 
the relevant transport properties are plotted against reduced 
temperature i.e the VTF form described earlier, with To = 220K. The 
conductances were found to show the usual non - linear Arrhenius 
behaviour and it is certain that the data fit to linearity in the region 
of To = 220 K. The nmr diffusion data however are subject to more 
scatter so linearity with To in the region of 220 K is more uncertain but 
comparison of the Fa terms resultant from such plots are interesting, and 
are shown below in Table 3.5. :
Sample:_______________ PFO(40Q)e_______ 2 0 / 1  8 / 1
EaCv). kJ mol-'. ( 2.0 > 3.2 4.3
Ea(D). I I  =( 1.9 = 3.0 4.0
Table. 3.5. Comparison of nmr and conductivity Ea terms for 
PHOC400>e solutions.
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Fig. 3.25. Semilogarithmic plots of conductance and diffusion
(’H) data against reduced temperature, T - To (To = 220 K), for
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(c) PEO{400)e
1
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10'" / (T - To) / K
Fig. 3.25. (c) Semilogarithmic plot of diffusion data against
reduced temperature, T - To (To = 220 K), for PEQ(400)e,
Ea(f) represents the apparent activation term for the 
conduclari. <• a n d  H a d U  that t.er m ! n r  t.h(> nmr data. The bracketed
vaiiio i;. th«! aclivatitin 1er m (jbtairn.nl for Jow salt concentrations 
( e.003 0.00 moi kg-' ) in i'K(K400)e. Tht>re would appear to be a
correlation hero, explainable as the viscosity of the f .olid ion, propcjr tiona 1 
to D ' , determining ionic transport. The data finds qualitative 
agreement with that of Hall e t who found an increased temperature
dependence of conductance with Increased viscosity for higher salt 
concentrations of LiClO^ in tetraglyme, CH^O -f CH-CH^O
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4. Fas STUnCES 03 HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT PQLY( ETHYLEHE OXIDE ) 
BASED SYSTEMS
4■1 Introduction.
Ifuclear magnetic resonance results will now be presented for 
materials which, comprise the conventional polyether electrolyte; a 
solution of high molecular weight poly( ethylene oxide ) containing an 
inorganic salt.
The concepts applicable to the nmr study of such systems are 
essentially the same as those detailed for lower mol. wt. polyether 
solutions but are complicated by several factors;
Cl) Phase heterogeneity i.e the co - existence of crystalline
and amorphous domains, occurs over a wide range of 
temperature.
(2) The distribution of salt within such systems is uneven, 
with differing amounts in the respective crystalline and 
amorphous phases,
(3) The relative proportions of the various phases and hence 
the amount of salt in the amorphous ( conducting ) phase, 
is temperature dependent.
The reasons for a nmr study of such systems is that, in 
principle, all the above factors can be addressed, provided the technique 
can monitor and assign phase behaviour to both the polymer and the salt.
Much of the groundwork for this study has been presented by 
Berthier and co - workers^^ ' who investigated the phase behaviour of 
both polymer and salt in several systems; PEO.LiCF^SO^, PEO.LiClO^ and 
PEO.Mal. Conclusions drawn from such studies were that the ether oxygen to 
salt stoichiometry of the so - called crystalline salt rich phase was less 
than the 4 / 1  previously proposed', and that the amorphous phase, not 
the crystalline, was responsible for the conductance.
In this chapter a more detailed nmr examination of the 
PEO.LiC:^  SC^  system is presented, coupled with and reinforced by results 
for the pure polymer and pure salt.
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4.2 Results and discussion.
4.2.1 Poly( ethylene oxide )
By way of an introduction to the heterogeneous case, initial focus 
is given to poly ( ethylene oxide ), PEO, molecular weight 4 x 10®. The 
polymer is semi - crystalline at room temperature containing only about 
10% amorphous material. Differential scanning calorimetry ( DSC ) 
indicates' ^ the occurrence of two thermal events, consistent with a glass 
transition at ca. 225 K ( amorphous phase ) and a melt transition at 
ca. 333 K ( crystalline phase ). Above the melt transition the polymer is 
single phase, totally amorphous.
4.2.1.1 Transverse relaxation time data.
The nmr data shown in Fig. 4.1. for the sample used here are in good 
agreement with the DSC results, where the amorphous content has been 
calculated as the ratio of the amplitude of the long T^ signal to 
the total fid amplitude, as outlined in 3.2.6. At temperatures below about 
223 K the observed fid was found to be single component, short T^ . 
Above this value the fid was two - component, with the appearance of a 
longer T ^ signal identifying motion within the amorphous phase i.e the
'4^
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glass transition region. This fraction of amorphous component remained
roiis I dDL lil until a m a  jor e v e n t  w a s  n o t e d  a t  < 3 2 8  - 3 3 3  > K,
s i g n i f y i n g  ibe m e l t i n g  o f  F)*:0 c r y s t a l l i t e s ,  t o  g i v e  a single c o m p o n e n t  
l o n g  T,., s i g n a l ,  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  t h e  a m o r p h o u s  p h a s e .
Alsr> iricludc.-Ki in the iigurtî are me actuaS. long signal
values, which are observed to follow closely the actual amount of 
amorphous material in the sample. The data are essentially constant until 
a progressive lengthening was noted in the fid with temperature from about ;
293 K and then a surge to the homogeneity limit from ( 323 - 333 ) K 
i.e the crystalline PEO melting region. The fact that such a large 
change occurs in the T^ values < = 150 pS to > 700 ps ) upon going 
from an amorphous component at 313 K to the same material at 338 K is 
a comment upon polymer physics and has been observed in several semi - 
crystalline polymers’’®. For many polymeric materials below the 
crystalline melting temperature, amorphous components can be envisaged as 
comprising only short, hindered motion, links between the crystallites.
With the melting transition and removal of motional constraints will come 
a considerable mobility gain and averaging of spin - spin interactions, 
giving a much longer T^ fid.
__ :
4.2,1.2 Longitudinal relaxation time data.
In a similar manner to evaluation, analysis of the two
component free induction decay also permitted determination of spin -
lattice relaxation times for the crystalline and amorphous phases, which
are shown in Fig. 4.2. ( Pulse sequences and calculation have been *
described fully in 3,3.5. )
Inspection of Fig. 4.2. shows that at most temperatures values
for the crystalline phase are about an order of magnitude larger than the 
corresponding amorphous values. For crystalline polymer components the ?
longitudinal relaxation mechanism is usually envisaged as due to
restricted amplitude oscillations of all chains about main chain axes’’®, 
which is not as efficient a dipolar relaxation mechanism ( and hence gives 
longer values ) as the larger amplitude motions occuring in amorphous f
components above the glass transition temperature. This allows the 
statement that the respective spin systems ( i.e crystalline and 
amorphous ) are for the most part isolated from each other. Vhat this
means is that the processes by which the crystalline and amorphous 
domains lose absorbed rf energy as heat in returning to the equilibrium
Istate are different, and that the exchange of energy between the two spin |
systems is not a dominant feature.
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Fig. 4.2. Longitudonal relaxation time ( T^  ) data for iil the short T^ 
signal (crystalline material) and Ihl the long T^ signal (amorphous 
material) in poIy(ethylene oxide), molecular weight 4 x 10^,
iOv
The data for the amorphous component were found to show a
minimum value of 50 ms. at 273 K and a distinct, change of slope at about 
333 K. There are two possible explanations lor the reduced temperature 
dependence of T^  above the tatter temperature;
(a) The met ting of P£0 crystallites yields an amorphous
phase with a wider distribution of correlation times for 
the motion (s) responsible for the relaxation than in the
amorphous component below 333 K.
(b) Reduced motional constraints above 333 K mean a
lower activation barrier for the motion. ( BPP theory'
predicts that T^  a expl -Ea / RT }. )
Given that the observed T  ^ changes occur where T^ considerations imply 
increased motional freedom in the amorphous phase, it is suggested that 
the latter case is responsible for the observed behaviour.
i
4,2.2 The mur response of PSO.LiCFgSOg systems.
Lithium Trifluoromethanesulphonate, LiCF^SO^, is one of the most popular 
salts used, in the formation of polymer electrolyte materials. It dissolves 
in poly ( ethylene oxide ) to high molar concentration, giving a 
heterophase material where the salt exists in two forms:
(1) As a component of a crystalline phase, melting at
temperatures greater than about 445 K, which contains 3.5 moles of
ether oxygen units per mole of salt ( i.e EO / Li = 3.5 / 1 ).
(2) In solid solution in the amorphous phase, which is
considered to be responsible for the high ionic conductivity of the 
electrolyte.
Various studies, based mainly on nmr, DSC, optical microscopy and
conductivity^^ 2 0  ^ have led to the elucidation of the phase diagram
for the electrolyte, which is shown in Fig. 4,3. The diagram shows the 
occurrence of the above phases as well as pure crystalline PEO, the 
relative amounts of which depending on the total salt content and
temperature. ( Certain authors'® have suggested a eutectic polymer - salt
composition at very low salt concentrations but this does not concern us 
for the molar ratios used here. )
C r y s t a l i i n i t y
0 .5
5 0 0 -
PEO^ LiCI^ SO3 ( amorphous)
<S)
3
C O
® 4 0 0 -
Eoh" PEO ( amorphous ) 
+ PEOL ^LICE SO,
PEO
3 0 0
X 3 .57X0 0 X
Fig. 4.3. PEO^ LiCI^SOg phase diagram .
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Two PEO.LiCF^ SQ^  samples were investigated in this study, with 
KO / Li mole ratio equal to 4 / 1 and 9 / 1 .  The following assignments
PKQ^LiCF ,^ 80^  4 / 1  sample.
FKO^^f.iCF 8 0 ^  9 / 1  • sample.
The available conductance data’ ® for electrolytes with similar
overall stoichiometries are shown in Fig. 4.4. The data show the well 
known result that those electrolytes of the order of 4 / 1 composition are 
poor conductors compared to what is regarded as the optimum stoichiometry 
of EO / Li = < 8 - 10 ) / 1.
4.2.2.1 Measurements based upon free induction decay amplitudes.
(a) ’H and '^ F data.
The frmi induction decays of 'H and ^^ F nuclei in the 4 / 1  and 
9 / 1  samples were found to be characterised by two - component behaviour 
over a range of temperatures, in a similar manner to earlier results the 
decay components for a given nuclear type were resolvable into crystalline 
or low mobility fractions ( short T  ^ values ) and amorphous or mobile 
fractions, with long T^ values. This in turn allowed evaluation of the 
phase behaviour of the polymer ( ' H ) and CF^SO^ anion < ' ^ F ) as a 
function of temperature for both samples ( Fig. 4.5. ).
-  -
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Fig. 4.5. The percentage amorphous (long T^ component) vs, temperature 
for the 'H and >^F signais in lal PEO^LiCF^SOg and IM. PEGgLiCF^SQg.
I
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The phase diagram for PEG.LlCF^ St^  predicts that the 9 / 1  
sample contains 6 0 %  pure P K Ü  ?ind 4 0 %  cryst/jlline c o m p l e x  < EO / Li =
3.5 / 1 ) at room temperature. D b v l o u s l y  n o  p r o v is.inn  is made in it for 
estimation of the equilibrium amorphous content at this temperature. The 
nmr data show that the amorphous polymer content in the 9 / 1 sample 
remains below 25% at temperatures less than 313 K but increases sharply 
to about 68% between 328 K and 333 K, and is concurrent with the onset 
of the region of reduced apparent activation energy in the conductance 
plot. The same analysis for the data shows the absence of a sharp
event at = 330 K, clearly demonstrating that the increased amorphous 
fraction for the proton ( polymer ) signal comes from the melting of 
uncomplexed poly ( ethylene oxide ) giving a more extensive amorphous 
polymer phase and more facile ionic transport within it. This is perhaps 
reinforced in Fig. 4,6, where  ^H long T^ values are shown for both 
samples. In the 9 / 1  case the T^  profile is observed to follow closely 
that of the percentage amorphous component ( Fig, 4.5. ), At « 330 K the 
fast rise to the homogeneity limit suggests an increased motional freedom 
for the amorphous component which again translates as a lower energy 
-barrier to conduction. Above 333 K the remaining crystalline fraction is 
therefore that of the complex.
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Fallowing Berthier^ ,^ the nmr data above the pure PfiO melt 
traivii tinn at 333 K can be used to estimate the stolcblometry of the 
come lex i ti Liais particular sample, where the following relationship is 
aoDlicable :
X  ^ < X( ’H ) X a ) / X< '^ F ) (4.1)c
Here, Xc is the stoichiometry 
of the crystalline complex, X( ’H ) the remaining crystalline component 
above 333 K, n the overall stoichiometry of the sample i,e 9/1, and 
X< ) the remaining crystalline fluorine component above 333 K. Hence,
at 338 K :
X = ( 0.325 X 9 > / 0.825c
3.5 EO / Li,
The ’H data for the 4 / 1  sample confirmed, as would be expected 
from the phase diagram, that this sample contained a larger crystalline 
complex fraction than the 9 / 1 .  Here, the percentage amorphous content 
showed only a small ( = 12% ) increase at < 323 - 328 ) K, suggesting a 
smaller initial pure PEG content. Inspection of Figs. 4.6, and 4.4. show 
that this small melting event is important however, allowing increased 
motional freedom for the amorphous chains < evidenced by the data )
and easier ionic transport, observed as a knee in the conductance plot.
In the 4 / 1  sample the surprising result was that the fluorine 
signal was found to be single component, short ( = 30 us ) over
most o f  the temperature range until above 30b K wher<; a e m a i l  amocui. 
( ( 5% ) of long T,., component was observed. This Immediately (nfer s
that, the number of mobile anionic species i.e charge carri*Ms, is small in 
this sample and is entirely < onsistent with the 4 / 1  sample being a 
much poorer conductor than in sfmllar electrolytes of somewhat lower 
overall salt content. ( Indeed, this is a general feature of many PEO - 
based electrolytes. )
There is however a discontinuity in the predicted phase behaviour 
of the 4 / 1  material; the same calculation as for the 9 / 1  sample 
( equation 4.1 > gives EO / Li = 2.3 as the stoichiometry of the salt
rich crystalline phase. This is an improbable value and an explanation 
will be presented at a later stage.
One of the most interesting features of the proton data for both 
samples in Fig. 4.5. is the in c re a s in g amorphous polymer fraction below 
333K for both samples, rising by about 20% in a 40 K range from about 
280 K. This behaviour seems to have received scant attention from other 
workers'^ who took few data points in this temperature range, 
concentrating their analyses above == 333 K.
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The behaviour contrasts that of the pure poly ( ethylene oxide ) 
cample, Fig. 4.1., which showed a smaller ( 12% ) and temperature
independcnt amorphous ( race ion below :>;-3 K. If the pure P E O  content of the 
salt containing sampler, shows a simitar temperature independent amorphous 
fraction then attention focuses on the supposed crystalline complex as the 
source of the increasing amorphous component. Two possible scenarias are 
suggested, based upon previous characterisation of the crystalline domains 
in electrolyte materials of this type :
(1) The structure of the crystalline complex may well be of the 
type proposed by Hibma®^ , following x - ray analysis of PEO .Hal 
and PEG.KSCJ8, in which the salt was shown to occupy a gross three - 
dimensional array with polymer chains situated in channels delimited 
by the array. To quote Hibma, " the given chain conformation in the 
complex is just one of several conformations which can be written, 
all having similar energy". In chemical terms, this equates to the 
possibility of thermally stimulated transitions between conformer 
states. In nmr terms this would mean a motional process which could 
give rise to averaging of spin - spin Interactions and thus ^longer 
Tg ‘amorphous’ signal. The amplitude of this response would be 
expected, to increase as temperature is increased, accessing more and 
more polymer conformations and so give rise to an increased 
’amorphous' component.
(2) The crystalline complex has been shown to be spherulitic in 
nature'll and as such a long T^ component could originate from 
the outer regions of the spherulites'--"’, where increased f l ls c j id e r  
would permit motion of polymer chains at lower temperatures than in 
the crystalline , ordered, inner regions. As temperature increases 
the motional averaging giving rise to the longer T^ signal would 
occur progressively towards the spherulite centre, giving an 
increased 'amorphous* component.
Either situation explains the observation that the 4 / 1  sample 
shows a larger amorphous content than the 9 / 1  at temperatures below 
333 K; the origins of the long T^ signal has some of its base in the
crystalline complex. There is more of this material in the 4 / 1  sample
hence a larger contribution to the long T^ signal than in the 9 / 1  
sample. < The data presented here in fact goes against what would perhaps 
be a conventional view. This would expect a larger amorphous contribution 
from the 9 / 1  sample based upon there being a greater PEO fraction with 
associated amorphous content, and more PEO - crystalline complex
boundaries. ) The discontinuity observed above, based on the calculation of
complex stoichiometry from the observed nmr crystalline fractions, would 
also be explained if it is acknowledged that motion in complex domains 
reduces the short T^ signal contribution.
1I
5:
VhiciL model is operative here may be a matter for discussion but ■
the spherulitic case is more attractive on the grounds that such entities i
have been visually identified ( scanning electron microscopy’ ) and that 
the Hibma x - ray study was on drawn PB0.Î4X fibres which showed 
relatively diffuse diffraction lines, suggesting at least some disorder of 
structure. In either case there is an obvious warning about assuming 
the partition of the short and long nmr data into crystalline and
amorphous components, which has been assumed by other workers. It is 
suggested that the technique is valid on a gross scale, but may not be so 
accurate in explaining trends in the data such as those observed here.
Final consideration is given to the data for the 4 / 1  and
9 / 1  samples. It has been mentioned that the absence of a long 
Tg fluorine signal in the 4 / 1  sample was consistent with a small 
number of mobile ions ( charge carriers ) and the poorer conductivity for 
the sample. Fig. 4.5, on the other hand shows that the 9 / 1  sample 
possessed a 'mobile* signal over the entire temperature range, consistent 
with more charge carrying species and the much better conductivity shown 
by the sample. Above 333 K the onset of an increasing amorphous 
fluorine component in the 9/1 sample < and latterly the appearance of a 
long Tg signal in the 4 / 1  data ) is well established:^  ^ as being 
due to the progressive dissolution of the so - called crystalline complex 
into the newly acquired amorphous phase.
î î ) - 3
(b) ^Li data.
Mention has noi: yet been given to the nmr response for the lithium 
nucleus, h^l. The reasons for this include clarity of presentation of 
results but are mainly due to the quadrupolar nature of the nucleus 
( 1 = 3/2 ) and the consequence of this property on the interpretation of 
the data.
Fig, 4.7. shows T^ values for the observed lithium free induction 
decays in the 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  samples as a function of temperature. In 
the case of the 4 / 1  sample, the ^ Li fid was found to be
single component, short T^ ( = 120 ps ) over the entire temperature 
range, with no long T^ ( or mobile ) component observable. This is 
consistent with the result which implied that only a small fraction of
the total salt content contributed to the conductance, explaining the 
relatively poor electrolytic performance of the material.
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Fig. 4.7. Transverse relaxation times (Tg) vs, temperature in 
PEO^LiCF^SOg ( 4/1 sample ) and PEOgLiCF^SOg ( 9/1. sample ),
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Fig. 4.8. The percentage of the actual lithium content observed 
in the nmr experiment for PEO^LiCF^SO,^ and PEOgLiCF^SO^ samples,
1
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In the 9 / 1  sample the fid was also observed to be of short 
T,, ( again, 120 un ) at all temperatures below 333 K but at thin point
began to l.en>>;Lhen or ogressively with increasing temperature up to the 
highest temperature recorded, 383 K. The onset of this process Is 
obviously concurrent with the melting of the pure PEO crystallites and, the 
onset of an increasing amorphous fluorine ( anion ) content as the 
crystalline complex begins to dissolve into the new amorphous polymer 
fraction. Unlike fluorine, two - component behaviour was not observed for 
the L^i nucleus, only a monotonie increase in the length of the fid with 
temperature above 333 K, This suggests that increased motional freedom for 
all the observed lithium species, hence averaging of the spin - spin 
interactions, is dependent upon the dissolution process.
The term 'observed lithium species' has been used above because a 
similar experiment to that detailed in 3.4.2.2 suggested that not all 
lithiums in the sample were observable in the nmr experiment. In the 
previous section, lithium and fluorine free induction decay amplitudes were 
compared as a function of temperature in PEO(400)e.LiCF^SOg solutions. 
It was concluded that in the glassy state C i 250 K ) the loss of lithium 
signal intensity, about 60%, was due to static quadrupolar interactions 
removing the contribution to the nmr signal of the satellite 
transitions -3/2 4 -1/2 and 1/2 4 3/2, leaving only the central
line intensity -1/2 4 1/2, The conclusion was reinforced by pulsewidth
considerations, the presence of a quadrupolar echo, and the inclusion of 
satellite intensity above the glass - liquid transition region.
} on
Fig. 4.8. shows a similar plot to that presented in 3.4.2.2. where 
’% Li Observed' means the ratio of the fraction of lithiums in the sample 
calculât (2d by nmr means, to the actual content, bacf-d upon there bein^ f one
lithium per three fluorines in Id LF^ t^itly in the 4 / 1 sanrpl<! the
percentage was observed to remain close to 4b% at all temperatures. In the 
9 / 1  sample at lower- temperatures, the percentage observed remaiULxi 
close to 45% but above 333 K began, a monotonie increase to 90% at the 
highest temperature recorded, 383 K. If this behaviour was based upon that 
observed for the lithium resonance in the low mol. wt. PEO(400)e solutions, 
then it would be assumed that satellite intensity is not included for 
those lithium nuclei in the crystalline complex but there is a gradual 
inclusion as the crystalline complex dissolves Into the amorphous
material. However, further experiment and other observations demonstrated 
clearly that this was not the case :
XU. The pulsewidth for the observed signal was readily observed 
to be that of the dipolar value,  ^10 ps, and not the ficticious 
spin value of 1 0/2 = 5 ps.
(2_) At no temperature was a quadrupolar echo observed, even 
down to 77 K.
(3) Variation of the Bi field i.e the strength of the 90" ' pulse 
showed that the observed lithiums occupied a very symmetric
environment.
Î
The first point (1> establishes quite clearly that the satellites of 
the observed spins are contributing to the intensity of the resonance line. 
( If satellite intensitv is mi;.sing then theory indicates’ that the 
retiuired pulse width for a 90" pulse is reduced to one half of its normal 
value for an I = 3/2 nucleus I Ike ■'"Li.) This immediately suggests that 
the percentage lithiums observed, as calculated, Is a direct comment on the 
actual number of lithiums in the sample which are seen in the mar 
experiment; the remaining amount (( 100 - 45 ) = 55% below 333 K ) 
experience a 'wipe - out' effect, removing their contribution to the nmr 
signal.
The final two points verify this proposal, and Fig. 3.5, ( from
chapter 2. ) should be consulted as a qualitative aid. (2) In the
quadrupolar echo experiment, the pulse sequence described in 3.4.2.2, 
90^ ' ~ 6 -  35=, gave no quadrupolar echo at any temperature, for a variety 
of pulse spacings. This showed that there was no, or very little, resonance 
intensity in the region of those frequencies stimulated by the Bi field
< i.e the 90= pulse ). Coupled with <1) this confirms that the satellite
intensity is included in the observed signal,
(3) The strength of the Bi field pulse determines the range of
spectral frequencies stimulated at, and in the region of, the Larmor 
frequencyiiInspection of Fig. 3.5. shows that reduction of Bi may 
lose satellite intensity, which will move out of the range stimulated by 
the pulse, and will not be detected. In practice, the Bi field was reduced 
from Vi kHz. to 31 kHz. by reducing the power output from the power
amplifier giving the output pulse. ( Bi calculation is detailed in the 
experimental section, 3.3.3. ) Over the temperature of study ( 213 - 373 )K 
the reduced Bi value was found to have no effect upon the amplitude of the 
L^i fid. What this means is that any spread of satellite intensity must be 
less than 31 kHz., quadrupolar interactions small, and the observed lithium 
ions must sit in an electrically symmetric environment. This result finds 
agreement with several other studies: Greenbaum’"’ for example, concluded 
from linewidth and 90= pulse-width considerations on the ®^Sfa resonance 
in PE(^  g LiClO that there were no appreciable quadrupolar interactions 
in this electrolyte and so a highly symmetric enviroment for the sodium
ions. Vorboys^^ found a similar 'symmetric* environment for the
signal in PEOgïfaSCîf. Only a study by Gorecki’ again for the 
resonance, noted the presence of quadrupolar interactions. In this 
case the sodium resonance in PEO.ïTal samples was found to be of very
short T^  and T^ ( of the order of microseconds ) which suggested to the 
author a resonance line broadened by quadrupolar effects.
What the L^i nmr results obtained in this work mean on a gross 
scale is that significant numbers of lithium nuclei are not observed by 
the nmr technique < i.e are experiencing a second order quadrupolar
interaction, 3,2.5 ) hence there must be inequivalence of lithium sites. The 
available nmr studies'*'’ on poly( ethylene oxide ) - based 
electrolytes do not seem to mention intensity loss but it appears that 
amplitude measurements of the type detailed here were not performed, and 
it was assumed that the entire lithium ( or sodium ) content was
monitored.
]hO
The nature of the 'wipe - out' effect, removing the contribution to 
the nmr signal of significant numbers of nuclei, must be due to 
.m! V i f. ) . i ‘ (1 ! ;, n\ iow symmetry, possibly of the ion - p a i r  tyf>e, for iho  
m )! ;• > i n-.f littiium ions. The effect is not u n c o m m o n  ; semiconduct.tag 
idjri such as the tungsten bronzer;, (Na) ^ Wü^ , show a wipe - out 
e l b * c t  of t h e  r e s o n a n c e  u n d e r  c;<?rtain conditions’ and tue
a l J o y i n g  o f  copp^u" metal with zinc or s i l v e r  g i v e s  rise to a n  all or 
nothing effect where only those ^^Cu nuclei near the added Zn or Ag nuclei 
experience a second order perturbation’
The results now pose the question as to the location of both the 
observable and 'missing' lithium nuclei. It would seem perhaps that the 
conventional view of one phase, one ionic environment, may be inadequate 
in describing the materials studied here. The 4 / 1  sample gives some 
indication of this in that the phase diagram predicts the electrolyte 
should b(2 predominantly ( = 85% ) crystalline complex, the remaining 
amount poly(ethylene oxide). Fig. 4.8. therefore predicts that the salt
within the 'crystalline complex' occupies two environments, only one 
observable with the nmr tt^ chnioue. ücxîs this fit with a spherulite model 
for the morphology of the crystalline complex, where the outer regions are 
more disordered than the inner ?
Certainly, the 9 / 1  data show that the percentage observable 
lithiums increases as the crystalline complex dissolves into the amorphous 
phase, showing that the missing lithium content is in the complex. ( If 
the data in Fig. 4.8. are extrapolated to where 100% lithiums are observed, 
the temperature where this occurs is 398 K, in good agreement with the 
point of total dissolution of the complex according to the phase diagram 
( - 405 K >, above which the electrolyte is single phase amorphous.
4.2.2.2 Longitudinal relaxation behaviour.
data are now presented for the relevant nuclear species < ’H, and
) in the PEO.LiCFgSC  ^ 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  samples, and also the pure salt, 
LiCF^SOg. The data are shown in Fig. 4.9. as stacked plots, where for 
clarity the proton data are displaced vertically from the corresponding 
’'Li and ’^ F data for a given sample.
Some general features of the data are worth emphasising :
<1) A T^ minimum is associated with nearly all components 
of the figures.
(2) The short T^ ’ H data have substantially longer 1^  
values at the minimum than for the long T^ ’H data.
(3) For the 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  samples the ’ ^ F and ’"Li 
T  ^ minima occur at temperatures below the ’ÏÏ minima.
A summary of the temperatures at which T^ minima occur for the relevant 
nuclear species in the three samples studied is given in Table 4.1.
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131 Longitudonal relaxation time data for the studied 
nuclear species (’^F and ’’Li) in LiCF^SO,,
'1
Sample______  ^ ’Hdong T^)  ^ (short T )^ ’'Li '=F( short >
PEO LlCF^SOg 280 - 260 265
PEO^LiCF^SOg 285 270 260 263
LICF SO - - 263 263
Table 4.1. Temperatures ( Kelvin ) at which T^ minima occur for ’H, 
’^ F and ’^Li in PEO.LiCF^ S(  ^ electrolytes and LiCF^O
In 3.2.4 it was mentioned that where a T^ minimum occurs BPP theory 
gives (iJo.Tc = 1, where Uo, = 2mf, from which an estimate can be made for li­
the correlation time describing the motion, Tc. It follows that for any 
T^ minimum in the figures where f = 49.8 MHz, the spectrometer operating 
frequency :
1 / ( 2 X % X 49.8 X 10^ )
3.2 X 10  ^ s.
which, according to Ratner^ ®, may find relevance as the renewal rate, 
X, in the DBF < Dynamic Bond Percolation ) theory, mentioned in chapter i. 
Katner remarked that the high temperature ( > 333 K ) T^  minimum found 
for the long T^ ’ H signal found by Greenbaum’^ ” in PEO^^LiClO^ may have 
value in obtaining a X parameter for use in describing the tranport 
processes occuring in that electrolyte. It is suggested that the minima 
observed in this study may not have such relevance since most are 
associated with the crystalline adduct at the temperatures where the
'-f1
f176
minima occur, ( This comment. Includes the long T  ^ signal which, as
}iarî been r>rnpfjr.od In 4.2.2.1 . may find a significant contribution from ihe 
adduct. )
in pure PRO it war, remarked that the diflt'ring magni tudes of the 
spin - lattice relaxation times for the short and long T components 
of the ’ H free induction decay allowed the statement that the spin 
systems responsible for the two signal types were isolated from each 
other. This behaviour appears to be retained in the 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  
electrolyte samples where the short T^ ‘crystalline* signals have 
T^ > 700 ms and the amorphous signals T^  < 100 ms at sa*. 280 K. There 
is some evidence of thermal mixing of spin systems in the 9 / 1  
sample however, manifest as a monotonie decrease in the short 
Tg signal T^  data with Increasing temperature and a slightly elevated 
T^  minimum value ( in comparison to the other samples ) for the longer 
signal.
It is clear from the figures, and the data in Table 4.1., that in the 
4 / 1  and 9 / 1  samples the temperature at which the minima occur for 
the '-*F and ’’Li nuclei are coincident at ça., 260 K, some ( 10 - 15 )K 
below the relevant proton data. The pure salt data is also interesting in 
that minima occur at all in the temperature regime studied; for many salts 
a T^  minimum for either the cation or anion would only be expected at or 
near the fusion temperature < = 620 K for LiCF^O^ ) where the relative 
motion of ions at the Larmor frequency in the molten state would give 
rise to the most efficient longitudonal relaxation. In 3.4.2.3 it was
shown that spin - internal rotation was the dominant relaxation
mechanism for * in the CF,^ 30“ anion in tin; glassy < frozen ) sjtate of 
PHO(400)eLiCF^  SQ^  solutions. This would appear to be the , a:;e in tne j;oiid
state phenoneraon observed here for the pure salt where the tF,^  g r o u p ,
spinning about the principal axis of the anion at 50 AHz, is rxi?'.pansible 
for the ’ ’F relaxation. Certainly, at the minimum is of the correct
order, 300 ms ( although the calculation used in 3.4.2,3 suggested a
value nearer 100 ms ) which is to be contrasted with ’ in LiF, where
T^ ( T^ F ) = 120 s at room temperaturei.e an efficient relaxation 
mechanism, such as spin - internal rotation in CF^SO", is not available 
for ’^ F in LiF.
More significantly, for the ’’Li resonance in the pure salt, the 
profile follows very closely that of ’^ F, showing quite clearly that the 
fluctuating magnetic fields creating by the spinning CF^ group exert a 
major influence upon the ’’Li relaxation, resultant in the temperature 
coincidence of the minima ( = 260 K ) where the the '-‘F relaxation is 
strongest. ( at the minimun for ’’Li in LiCF^ SO,^  is also much shorter, 
ai = 19 s, than in LiF, = 300 s at room temperature. )
The above result is interesting enough but assumes more importance 
in the 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  electrolyte samples in that the ’'Li data still 
'track* the ’ "^F data, the temperature at which the minima occur
identical < within error ) to that of the pure salt and some ( 10 - 15 )K 
below the positions of the ’H minima. The implication here is that anions 
< CF^SO" ) and cations C Ll^  ) are spaclally proximate in the crystalline
;
phase, allowing the relaxation effects caused by on ’’Li in the pure
r.alt to occur in the 4 / 1  and 9 / 1  camples.
This certainly agrees with the proposal given in the previous 
section: that significant numbers of lithium nuclei in the crystalline
adduct were not observed in the nmr experiment because they occupied 
environments of low symmetry. Therefore, spacial association between 
anions and cations in the crystalline phase would ;
(a) Produce electric field gradient ( efg ) effects, observable 
in ’^Li fid amplitude measurements.
(b) Give rise to relaxation effects, where the dominant 
relaxation mechanism for one nucleus (’^ F) is imposed on 
another (’’Li),
To state that the enviroments giving rise to the observed relaxation 
effects are due to ion - pair formation, for example, would be unwise 
without further evidence ( i.e Papke^* determined LlMOg contact ion 
pairs in PEO^ _^LiNO^  by infra - red and Raman spectroscopy ). It can be 
said though that the 'observable* ’’Li fraction are Influenced strongly by 
spaclally proximate anions, the non - observable fraction C which 
experience a wipe - out effect ) probably more so.
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5. MIXED SALT POLYMER ELECTROLYTE SYSTEMS.
5.1 Introduction.
A study by Maryoussef ’ on the conductivity of PEQ / alkaline - 
earth salt complexes revealed the Interesting result that the 
mixing of salts had a noticeable enhancement on conductivity i.e a 
PEO^^£CaBr ^  ^ ^ CaX^] ^  ^  complex had a greater conductivity than either 
of the pure PEO g^CCaX^I ^  X = Br / I, complexes. Although not verified 
experimentally, it was suggested that this was due to a plasticising effect 
which favoured the formation of an amorphous phase at the expense of the 
crystalline phase. To contrast this, Armand®, at an early stage in the 
study of PEG - based electrolytes, reported a reduction in conductance 
when salts were mixed ( for a PEO^ CLiSCÎf]  ^g CKSCS3 ^  ^  electrolyte ) 
which was explained as an example of the mixed alkali effect observed in 
organic glasses.
Intuitively, if the addition of a salt to FED forms ordered, 
crystalline domains, which have been shown to occupy a secondary role in 
the conduction process^^, then mixing of salts may create topological 
disorder in such phases due to the presence of ion types of differing size 
and shape. The immediate implication would be more amorphous character, a 
larger mobile ion concentration and so an improved conductivity for the 
mixed salt in comparison to the single salt system.
ISO
With, the above paints in mind it was decided to pursue the mixed 
salt theme and study the nmr, conductance and DSC behaviour of the mixed 
salt electrolyte PEO-CLiCF^O^l.CSaD. Two nominal EG / salt concentrations 
were studied :
(a) PEG^ELiCF gSO^ ] ^ g Gfal] ^  g, where the respective salt 
concentrations were equal at EG / = 8 / 1  and
the overall salt concentration was EG / (Li"^ + Ua*")
= 4/1.
(b) PEG [LICE 80 ] g [5al] g, EO / X" = 16/1, EG /
(Li* + Fa*) = 3/1.
LICF gSOg was chosen as one solute component because its PEG complexes had 
previously been studied by the nmr technique. Fal was chosen because 
its PEG complexes have a similar C simple ) phase diagram to that of 
LiCF^SOg, and mixing of both anion and cation types was desired.
5.2 Expérimental.
5.2.1 Formation of electrolyte films.
Salt (s) and polymer, In the correct proportions, were ground 
together to form an intimate mixture, as outlined in 3.3.1, Films were then 
prepared using a two - stage hot pressing process, developed in the 
St. Andrews laboratories by Gray e t all operations performed within
an argon atmosphere dry box. 5mm, diameter pellets of the polymer / salt 
mix-fcure were formed by means of a hydraulic press ( Specac, model F/F 
1500 ). The pellet was then transferred to a 10mm. die and heated to ca. 
390 K for two hours, allowed to cool to 345 K, then re - pressed with a 
pressure of <7.6 XPa ). The method was found to give homogeneous films of 
( 150 - 300 )pm thickness which were then annealed at ( 390 - 420 >K for 
48h before cooling and subsequent use.
The films, as prepared, were suitable for location between the 
electrodes of the conductance cell. For DSC, portions of a pressed film 
were cut into small segments ( approximately 0,2 x 1 x 5 mm. ) and about 
5mg. of material sealed into aluminium DSC pans ( = 7 mm. diameter >.
b.2.2 Conductance measurement by a.c impedance methods.
Batteries, to which polymer electrolytes have relevance, are direct 
current ( d.c ) devices. Conventional two - probe techniques for measuring 
d.c conductances in polymer electrolytes are usually difficult to apply 
because of electrode - electrolyte contact problems. Although four - probe 
methods have recently been developed which overcome this^ ®^, 
alternating current < a.c ) methods still represent the most popular 
approach to the determination of the electrical properties of polymer 
electrolytes^^. i isr .i sq
Apparatus.
A block diagram of the experimental set - up for conductance 
determination, which has been described in detail elsewhere, is shown 
in Fig, 5.1. The essential component was a frequency response 
analyser < Solartron, model 1170 ) comprising a variable frequency source 
sensitive to both the phase and amplitude of an a.c voltage. The analyser 
was subject to computer control < Tektronix, model 4052 ), which initiated 
and supervised all analyser functions.
The experimental cell consisted of a former containing two stainless 
steel ( blocking ) electrodes of 10mm. diameter, between which electrolyte 
films were located. The former sat within a glass container which in turn 
was located in an oven. Sample temperatures were measured to ± 0.5 K by I
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a calibrated tliermocouple device located next to the sample and an argon 
atmosphere was maintained at a slight overpressure to exclude atmospheric 
moisture. Measurements were taken on a heating cycle of the form ;
(a) Heat to desired temperature.
<b) Allow at least %hr. for thermal and phase equilibrium, 
(c) Frequency response measurement.
usually in the range ( 290 - 385 ) K.
The a.c measurement.
In an alternating current experiment a sinusoidal voltage of 
known frequency is applied to the conductance cell and the
sinusoidal current flowing as a result of this perturbation determined^
( Fig. 5.2. ). Two parameters are required to relate this current to the 
applied potential. One is the opposition to the flow of charge and is
equal to the ratio of the voltage and current maxima, Vm / Im,
analagous to d.c resistance. The other parameter, 6, is the phase
difference between the voltage and current. Combination of / Im and 9
gives the impedance, of the cell, which is a vector quantity^For an 
electrochemical cell, 121 C = Vm / I», ) and 0 are functions of the
sinusoidal frequency and give information on the electrical properties of
the cell.
V .m a x . m a x
t i me
Fig. 5.2. The sinusoidal voltage (V) and current (i) at a 
single frequency for a cell. Q is the phase difference 
between the applied voltage and resultant current.
a.c source
Ce
V,s
Fig. 5.3. Schematic representation of the circuit used 
to determine the a.c impedance of a two terminal cell.
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The function of the frequency response analyser ( FRA ) is to
generate a sinusoidal voltage across the conductance cell, and a standard 
resistance, Ra, in series < the magnitude of which is similar to that of 
the cell, 1.21 ), Fig. 5.3. The analyser then steps sequentially through the 
frequency spectrum < IMHz -) IHz in this work ) measuring the voltage 
across the cell Vc and across the the standard resistor Vs. The 
current through the standard resistor is in phase with and is given by 
la = Vs / Rs. For each frequency the analyser obtains the ratio Vs / Vc 
and when divided by R« gives the magnitude of the cell impedance 123. The 
phase difference between Vs and Vc is also the phase difference 9 between 
the cell voltage and the current and allows the determination of
the vector quantity Z  at each frequency in the spectrum. Z  is 
usually represented on a complex impedance diagram, which is analagous 
to the representation of a complex number in the complex plane, where 
Z  -  I21COS0 - il23sin8. < l.^ cos8 is usually symbolized Z  and I21sin0
symbolized Z \  \  is )
In polymer electrolyte study, the electrolyte / electrode system 
with ionically blocking electrodes ( stainless steel in this work ) is
usually modelled to a circuit of the type shown in Fig. 5.4.^ ®*^  
Rt, represents the electrolyte resistance i.e
1  /  E b  =  0 ''^  +  O' <5 , 1 )
as the ions move back and forth with the applied sinusoidal voltage.
187 -
Blocking electrodes
Cell constant 
= I / A
R.
Hh n 41—
Fig. 5.4. Schematic of a polymer electrolyte 
- blocking electrodes cell and the equivalent 
circuit used to model it. (Symbols are defined 
in the text.)
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Fig. 5.5. The ideal complex impedance plot 
for the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.4,
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Cto represents the dielectric polarisation of the polymer chain in the 
alternating field, and Ce a capacitance due to accumulation of charge at 
the polymer / electrode interface during each half - cycle. The impedance 
of the circuit at each frequency may be calculated with estimates for St», 
Cto and C», leading to a complex impedance plot of the type shown in 
Fig. 5,5, Here the higher frequency semicircle is described by the 
parallel combination of Rt» and the lower frequency 'spike* describes
the linear combination of St, and C« ( Ce =: lO^Cb ). The most important 
point in the diagram in relation to conductance determination is where the 
semicircle and spike meet on the Z' axis, which corresponds to Rt», the 
zero frequency ( d.c ) resistance of the electrolyte. Hence ;
O', = cell constant / St. <5,2)d.c
In general, the equivalent circuit < Fig. 5.4. ) does reproduce the 
gross features of the a.c response of real cells and the Rt» obtained is 
used in determining the electrolytic conductance,
A typical complex impedance plot, representative of the type 
obtained in this work, is shown in Fig. 5.6. and is in accord with those 
found by other workers using the impedance technique®^  .1 3 2  ^ in comparison 
to the response for the equivalent circuit the semicircle is broadened and 
the spike no longer vertical. Such behaviour is common and has been 
explained as due to ion - trapping to pairs, ionic atmosphere effects, and ^
the inhomogeneous nature of the polymer electrolyte' 3 0
— 189
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Fig. 5.6. A complex inçedance plot, obtained in the frequency range 
65kHz to IHz and using non - blocking electrodes, for PEO^LiCF^SO^ 
at 363 K < from reference 30 ). The lower frequency spike ( see text ) 
was not observed because the lower frequencies required ( < IHz ) were 
not used. The dashed line however represents the usual spike 
orientation for a real polymer electrolyte system.
5.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry.
Differential scanning calorimetry has occupied an important role in 
polymer electrolyte studies, where thermogram analysis has yielded 
information on the glass transition, recrystallisation behaviour, 
crystallite fusion / dissolution and ultimately, the phase diagram for some 
electrolytes’^ . In this work however the technique occupied a subsidiary 
role and so only a limited description is given.
Principle:
DSC is a technique which records the energy necessary to establish 
zero temperature difference between a sample and a reference material, 
against either time or temperature, as the two specimens are subjected to 
identical temperature conditions in an environment heated or cooled at a 
controlled rate’
Apparatus and method.
DSC thermograms were obtained using a Perkin Elmer apparatus 
( model DSC-IB ), the essential elements of which are shown schematically 
in Fig. 5.7. In operation the sample and reference are heated separately 
by individually controlled heater elements. The power to these heaters is
Heating
element
Sample reference
'Temperature sensors
Control apoaratus
HecQ.rd.er
Fig. 5.7. Schematic of differential scanning calorimetry apparatus.
^490 410 330
Temperature / fC
330450
II
Fig. b.8. The DSC thermogram for PEO^ Nal, obtained on a heating 
cycle ( 8 K inin~^  ).
adjusted continuously in response to any thermal effects in the sample, 
such as a glass transition or fusion event, and in this way the sample and 
reference are kept at identical temperatures. The differential in power 
supplied to the heaters to achieve this condition is then recorded, usually 
as a function of temperature.
The DSC thermogram.
A thermogram typical of many polymer electrolyte materials is shown 
in Fig. 5.8. for PEO^ Kal. Two endothermie events are observed. The first 
at ca. 333 K is usually attributed to the fusion of PEO crystallites
whilst the second at somewhat higher temperature SsU 470 K describes the 
heat of dissolution of the salt - rich crystalline phase into the 
amorphous phase. < The temperature of total dissolution of the 
crystalline complex is dependent on the overall salt content and the 
study of this effect forms the basis for evaluation of the phase diagram, 
Fig. 1.2, chapter 1. ) Both events are consistent with changes noted at 
similar temperatures using other techniques including optical microscopy 
and conductance measurements^® < endotherm I ), and nmr^® ( endotherms 
I and II ).
5.3 Results and discussion.
5.3.1 Conductance behaviour
For clarity the conductance results for those electrolytes of 
4 / 1  overall salt concentration will be given first < EO / ( Li"^ + îfa'*' ) 
= 4 / 1 ), followed by the results for the 8 / 1  samples.
(a) Samples with 4 / 1  nominal salt concentration.
Fig. 5.9. shows log versus 1/T for PEO^LiCF^SÜ^, PEO^ Îfal and the 
mixed salt system PEO^CLiCF ^ 80 3^ ^  ^  [#al]  ^^  The conductivity versus 
temperature behaviour observed here is typical of most semi - crystalline 
polyether electrolytes i.e a low temperature regime < < ca. 322 K ) with a 
larger apparent activation term, Ea, for conduction in comparison to a 
higher temperaure regime ( > ca. 333 K ) of notably lower apparent Ea. 
( The term 'apparent Ea' is used here to describe the overall temperature 
dependence of the conductance, which is less here for the higher than the 
lower temperature regime. As was outlined in chapter 1, whether or not the 
Ea term describes the ionic transport has still to be determined. )
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Comparison of the conductance data in Fig. 5.9. shows that the 
mixed salt system gives a marked improvement on both of the single salt 
systems PEO^LiCF^SQ^ and PEO^ Bfal. Table 5.1. gives some representative 
conductance data for the three electrolyte materials at two arbitrary 
temperatures, 345 K and 383 K.
Sample r(345K) /lO^Scm  ^ y(383K) /lO^ 8cm ^
PEO^LiCF 80 1.0 2.5
PEG.ITal 5,6 3.34
PEO^CLiCF g80g] ^ CïaD ^ 42,0 23.0
Table 5.1. Conductance data at ( 345, 383 )K for single and 
mixed salt electrolyte materials.
Comparison of the data in Fig. 5.9. and Table. 5.1. shows that the 
mixed salt system is a better conductor by about an order of magnitude 
than either of the single salt materials. ( In the temperature regime of 
interest, which is the region of lower apparent Ea for semi - crystalline 
polymer electrolytes. ) It would appear therefore, that for the chosen 
salts at nominal 4 / 1  overall concentration, the mixing of salt types 
produces an improved electrolytic conductance in comparison to either 
single salt system, which is in qualitative agreement with the Moryoussef 
data.
(b) Samples with 8 / 1  nominal salt concentration.
The relevant conductance data for PEO^LiCF^^O^, PEOgîfal and 
PEOgCLiCF gSO^ ] Q g C2faI3  ^^  are shown in Fig. 5,10, It is apparent that the 
dramatic effects noted when salts were mixed for the 4 / 1  samples are 
somewhat attenuated for the 8 / 1  concentrations but the mixed salt 
system is still the best conductor C a repeatable result ) with 
conductance values above ca. 340 K about twice that of the single salt 
materials. Again, a comparative table is given ( Table 5.2 ) :
Sample r(345K) /lO^Scm  ^ r(383K) /lO* Scm ^
PEO LiCF SO 7.0 4.3
PEOgSfal 4.8 4.3
PEO [LiCF SO ] [ITal] ^ 19.0 8.3
Table 5.2. Conductance data at < 345, 383 )K for single and 
mixed salt electrolyte materials.
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5.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry ( DSC ).
DSC thermograms obtained for the 4 / 1  and 8 / 1  mixed and 
single salt samples are shown in Fig. 5,11. The heating rate for the 
data was 8 K min“’ but in practice there were no major differences for 
heating rates between 1 K min“’ and 16 K min~’ .
DSC thermograms for PED.LiCF^ SC^  and PEO .Hal electrolytes have 
regularly appeared in the literature^ *^^ ®^ and their behaviour is well 
known; for 4 / 1  concentrations a small event at ca. 330 K is ascribed to 
the fusion of pure PEO crystallites whilst endotherms at much higher 
temperatures, ca. 460 K for PEO^LiCF^SO^ and 465 K for PEO H^al, are 
assigned to the melting of the salt - rich crystalline complex < EO /
< 4 / 1 ), Similarly, for the 8 / 1  concentrations at ca. 330 K there is a 
larger endotherm than in the 4 / 1  materials C because there is a larger 
PEO - type fraction ), then endotherms at ga^  420 K for PEOgLiCF^SO^ and 
ca. 460 K for PEOgHal, attributable to the melting of the crystalline 
complex. The relevant data here are in agreement with these results.
The mixed salt materials however showed somewhat atypical 
thermograms. The 4 / 1  mixed salt sample featured a slightly larger event 
at = 325 X < than for the single salt systems ) and then a very broad 
endotherm from = 360 X to 450 X, This process appeared to finish before 
either of the single salt systems began a high temperature endothermie 
event. The latter point, and the broadness of the mixed salt endotherm, 
would suggest that any crystalline complex existing in the mixed salt
material is less stable than either of the single salt moieties and melts, ’f
presumably releasing charge carriers into an amorphous phase, over a range |
of temperatures. Thus, the mixing of salts would seem to perturb the 
crystalline domain, probably by the introduction of topological disorder 
which inhibts the more efficient crystallisation < i.e long range order > 
to be expected in the single salt systems.
This mixed salt effect was also noted in in the 8 / 1  sample, 
which showed similar behaviour to the 4 / 1  mixed salt sample but over a 
narrower temperature range. At =: 333 K a large endotherm occured at a 
typical temperature for the melting of PEO crystallites, which was 
concurrent with the knee in the conductance plot for this sample 
( Fig. 5.10. ), Following this sharp endotherm it is apparent that the 
crystalline complex began to dissolve into the newly acquired amorphous 
phase immediately, realised as a broad endothermie event finishing by 
405 K, before either 8 / 1  PEO .Ha I or PEO.LiCF^ SC^  event had began.
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5.3.3 Nuclear magnetic resonance
The Moryoussef work mentioned above < and Armand*s for that 
matter ) was only a conductance study and no other characterisation of the 
CaBr^ / Caig mixed salt system was undertaken; in this work further 
characterisation was given to the LiCF^SO^ / Mai mixed salt electrolyte 
by the nmr technique.
5.3.3.1 ’H ( proton ) data.
<a) 4 / 1  Samples.
Fig. 5.12(a) shows familiar plots of the percentage amorphous ’H 
content < polymer chain ) vs. temperature for the mixed - salt, Mai and 
LiCF^SO^ electrolytes, as determined by the nmr technique. The single salt 
profiles are essentially consistent with those of other workers^^ 
where the remaining short T^ fraction above ca. 333 K was assigned to 
that of a high melting temperature crystalline complex. As was noted and 
discussed in chapter 4 for the PEQ.LiCF^SO^ systems, both the mixed salt 
and Mai systems show a monotonically increasing amorphous fraction below 
ca. 333 K.
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Fig. 5.12(a). The percentage amorphous polymer content vs, temperature 
(determined by nmr) for PEO^CLiCFgSOg]^ gCNaÜQ g, PEO^LiCFgSQg and PEQ^Nal,
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Fig. 5.12(b). The percentage amorphous polymer content vs, temperature 
(nmr) for PEQgCLiCFgSOgl^ gCNan^ g, PEQgLiCFgSQg and PEOgNal,
It is apparent from the figure that Koryoussefs’ somewhat 
intuitive contention of an increased amorphous ( conducting ) phase 
when salts are mixed is vindicated in comparing the mixed salt 
with the LiCF^SO^ material» the mixed salt system showing 7-10% more 
amorphous character at most temperatures. A similar conclusion can be 
reached in comparing the mixed salt with the 3fal material except in
the < 340 - 360 )K temperature range where the estimated errors < < 10% )
associated with analysis of the bi - component fid may permit data 
overlap. ( It should be noted however, that repeated measurements 
consistently gave a larger percentage amorphous value to the mixed system 
in this temperature range. )
The temperature dependence of the mixed salt amorphous fraction is 
also interesting and finds accord with the DSC data: <1) The onset of an 
event in the nmr data at = 300 K, finishing at - 330K, occurs in a similar 
temperature range as the small endotherm in the DSC data C Both occur at 
slightly lower temperatures than similar events for the single salt 
systems ). (2) At =£ 370 K the mixed salt amorphous fraction begins to
increase from a plateau value of 54%, matching to within 10 K the onset
of the broad high temperature DSC endotherm. This is consistent with a 
melting phenonemon where the short T^ crystalline material becomes 
amorphous and so long T^ in the nmr experiment, ( Unfortunately, higher 
temperatures were not available to the nmr experiment due to unacceptable 
helium boil off in the superconducting magnet liquid helium jacket. )
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(b) 8 / 1  Samples.
The nmr data detailed for the PEO.LiCF^ SQ^  sample in the 
following comparison concerns an EO / Li ratio of 9 / 1 ,  not 8 / 1  
as for the conductance and DSC data. It is considered that this has no 
deleterious bearing on the interpretations given.
The general trends for the mixed salt and single salt samples, 
shown in Fig. 5.12 (b), are consistent with the accepted picture for many 
polyether - based electrolytes of roughly EO / = 8 / 1
concentration, where a pure PEO - type fraction melts at ca. 330 K to 
yield a larger amorphous fraction ( 70 - 80 )%, the remaining crystalline 
fraction above this temperature due to the salt - polymer crystalline 
adduct. Unlike the percentage amorphous data for the 4 / 1  samples, no 
clear conclusions can be drawn as to an increased amorphous fraction 
where salts are mixed here < i.e above = 330 K ), This is because the 
estimated errors in the fid < graphical ) analyses were larger at < 15%, 
due to the remaining short T^ < crystalline signal ) being small, hence 
permitted data overlap.
5.3,3.2 and L^i data.
Given that analysis of the relevant fids can yield similar 
information for the ^Li (cation) and ’^ F (anion) nuclei as it does for ’H, 
data were also taken for those nuclei and their percentage amorphous ( or 
mobile ) component calculated vs. temperature for both the mixed salt and 
pure LiCFgSO^ systems ( Fig. 5.13. ). For clarity, the nmr results for the 
4 / 1  samples will be discussed first ( Fig. 5.13(a) ).
(a) ^ F^ Signal;
In chapter 4 it was found that the PEO^LiCF^O^ fluorine signal 
was single - component, short ( - 3Ops ) until above = 360 K where
a small amount ( ( 5% ) of long component was observed. This was
taken as evidence of only a small overall concentration of mobile species 
( i.e charge carriers ) in the electrolyte and was consistent with the 
poor conductance behaviour of the material. In contrast, the mixed salt 
system showed a much larger mobile fraction over the entire temperature 
range, rising monotonically to = 24% of the total signal at 380 K.
(b) L^i Signal ;
In the PEO^LiCF,^Og sample the ^Li fid was found to be single - 
component short T^ < - 12Ops ) over the entire temperature range, with no 
long Tg ( or mobile ) component observable. In the mixed salt system the 
striking observation was two - component behaviour ( both short and long
g0JCs*1
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Fiff. 5.13(a). The percentage amorphous content (a) ’’Li and (b)
C * F  - mix) in PEO^CLiCFgSOg]^ gCNal]^ Included for comparison is the 
relevant ’®F data C ^ F  - single) for PEQ^LiCF^SQ^,
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Fig. 5.13(b). The percentage amorphous content (a) ^Li and (b) ’®F 
('®F - mix) in PEOgCLiCF^SO^^ç gCNall^ g, Included for comparison is the 
relevant ’^F data C ^ F  - single) for PEOgLiCF^SQ^,
273 K. 500 jis. sweep 
one - component fid, short T,
3.15 K. 1 ms. sweep 
two - component fid 
short and long T .
353 K. 1 ms. sweep
one - component fid, long T^ .
Fig. 5.14. The free induction decay of ^Li in
PEO^CLiC^ [Sal]^  ^  at 273 K, 315 K and 353 K.
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Similar results were noted in comparing the 8 / 1  mixed salt with 
the PEOgLiCFgSQg sample ( Fig. 5.13(b) ).
^^F Signal;
In the PEOgLiCF^O^ sample the ’^ F amorphous component remained
invariant at ca. 10% up to == 333 K and therafter began a slow
monotonie Increase to ca. 35% by 373 K, consistent with the progressive 
dissolution of the crystalline complex into the amorphous PEO phase ( see 
chapter 4, 4.2.2,1 ). The long T^ signal in the mixed salt 8 / 1
sample showed similar behaviour except the Increase in the amorphous
fraction was montonic over the entire temperature range, with no apparent 
influence from the event at = 330 K noted for the ’ H signal, suggesting a 
different phase location for the CF^SO" anion to that of the Li"*" cation. 
Although smaller in value below 320 K, the mixed salt amorphous  ^^ F
fraction soon passed the corresponding FEO^LiCF^SO^ fraction and by
Tg ) with the appearance and growth of a long T^ signal near th e onset 
o f  th e  re g io n  o f  reduced a p p a re n t a c t iv a t io n  energy in the o' vs. 
temperature plot and the endotherm at ca. 320 K in the DSC data. This 3
mobile component was found to grow rapidly with temperature and by 350 K 
< where all the PEO^LiCF^SO^ signal was still short T^ > the L^i fid 
was observed to be one - component long T^ , suggesting that all nmr - 
observable lithium cations were now mobile in the system. Examples of the 
L^i fid at three representative temperatures are given in Fig. 5.14. to 
illustrate this process.
390 K was found to be about 75% of the total two - component signal, 
suggesting that percentage of CF^SOg to be mobile in the system.
L^i Signal:
Yhereas the L^i signal in PEO^LiCF^G^ only began a lengthening in 
value ( i.e the line narrowed ) at = 333 K and did not show two - 
component behaviour, the ^Li resonance showed the appearance of a long 
Tg ( mobile ) lithium fraction at only 283 K, growing rapidly then 
surging, in conjunction with the event for that sample, to 100% long
Tg ( amorphous ) by 330 K.
It is realised that, in effect, six samples are being discussed here 
and the salient features of the study may lose their emphasis. With this 
in mind the more important points resultant from the mixed salt study are 
outlined:
(1) The mixed salt materials PEO.ILiCFgSO^ ] ^ glJfaD^  ^  gave 
a superior conductivity to either of the single salt systems.
(2) DSC showed the mixed salt crystalline phase to melt over 
a range of temperatures below the sharper events noted for the 
single salt systems.
(3) T H nmr showed that the 4 / 1  mixed salt system had a 
larger amorphous content < i.e a more extensive conducting 
phase ) than the relevant single salt materials.
(4) ^Li and nmr intimated more charge carrying species in 
the amorphous phase for the mixed salt materials.
(5) A dramatic effect on the lithium motion was noted at ==
330 K for the mixed salt systems, consistent with the release 
of motional constraints implied by the ’ H nmr and DSC data 
and the onset of the region of reduced apparent activation 
energy in the conductance plots.
The points can conveniently be explained as due to topological 
effects conferred on the electrolyte system by the mixing of salts. 
Stereoregularity and thus ion - ion and ion - solvent interactions 
neccessary in forming the crystalline adduct are modulated and give a more 
disordered < and thermally more labile ) crystalline phase than for a 
typical single salt system. If the crystalline domains are spherulitic in 
n a t u r e " ' ( which are inherently more disordered towards the 
extremities'*^ ® ) then the mixed salt effect would seem to be general, 
where polymer chain motional thresholds between the extremes of static 
crystalline and liquid - like amorphous are lowered across the temperature 
range. In turn this would imply more potential charge carriers in a more 
extensive amorphous phase, giving a larger conductivity than for the 
relevant single salt systems.
5.3.3,3 The ®^îfa resonance.
Mention has not yet been given to the free induction decay
characteristics of the sodium nuclear species, ^®Ma, in the relevant
samples ( i.e the PEO.Mal and mixed salt samples ). For this nucleus it
was found that fid time constants were essentially invariant at  ^180 ps
at all temperatures for the 4 / 1  and 8 / 1  stoichiometries used, 
and long T^ signals were not evident. This does not necessarily mean 
that the sodium species were not mobile in these systems but is again a 
consequence of quadrupolar interactions.
L^i and ^®5a are both I = 3/2 nuclei and as such possess an 
electric quadrupole moment, Q. Mow for 1^1 Ç = ~4 x 10~®® m^ and for 
=®Ma Q ~ 0.1 X 10-2® jj2 and it is differences in the magnitude of this 
term which can confer differing nmr behaviour for these nuclei'®^ . For 
quadrupolar nuclei the T^ parameter can be written ;
( Tg )  ^ a (5.3)
where
= 6^ 9 q.2z / ^ (5.4)
X is known as the nuclear 
quadrupolar coupling constant, e.q is an electric field gradient term, 
e the charge on the proton and h is Plancks constant.
Inspectian shows that the parameter is six times larger for 
than ^Li hence for the former may be shorter by that amount for
similar local electric field gradients. It follows that whereas partition 
of the L^i fid into short and long components representing immobile
and mobile cationic species is a straightforward process, a similar 
analysis for the 2 3 5^ fid may not be possible because quadrupolar 
interactions keep the fid of even a 'mobile' sodium nucleus of
the short type. This would appear to be the case in this work, where
2:®Ma linewidths were never narrower than about 2 kHz < for certain 
quadrupolar nuclei in solution the linewidth may be tens of kHz- or
more'‘=’^ ) and short / long T^  assignments were not possible.
This behaviour for the ®^ITa resonance in polymer electrolyte 
materials finds accord with that noted other workers®®-'®', where, 
although a line narrowing was observed with temperature in PEO.MaSCM 
and PE0.LiC10^  systems, the linewidth was never less than about 1 kHz 
( T = 320 ps ).
5.3.3.4 Attenuation of the ''Li and fid intensity.
As in previous sections, the term ‘observed species' has been used 
in discussing the nmr response of the quadrupolar nuclei present in the 
mixed salt samples. The reasons for this terminology again concerns a 
'wipe - out' effect, mentioned in 4.2.2.1 to explain the intensity 
anomaly in ''Li fid amplitude data, whereby the contribution of significant 
numbers of the quadrupolar nuclei are not observed in the nmr experiment, 
in this case ''Li and ^®Ma nuclei.
This conclusion was reached from similar observations to those
noted in 4.2.2.1 :
The tc/2 < 90°' ) pulse width for ’’Li and was of the dipolar
value for both nuclei, ça. 9 ps and 14 ps respectively, 
suggesting that satellite intensity was included in the observed 
signal. < The ''Li resonance in the 8 / 1  mixed salt system was 
an exception below - 210 K where it/2 was == 4ps, suggesting only
the 4 % central line transition was observed. )
A quadrupolar echo was not observed for either quadrupolar 
nucleus in the 4 / 1 or 8 / 1  mixed salt samples at any
temperature.
. I
A summary of the ratio of the number of nmr - observed quadrupolar 
nuclei to the actual concentration in a given sample, i.e the 'percentage 
observed', is given in Table 5.3. for the six samples studied by the nmr 
technique :
Sample. % Observed (±10%) : ''Li ^®Ma
PEO^LICFgSO 45
PEO. Mai 654
PEO^[LiC%SO^]^^^IMaI]Q^^ 47 55
PEO LiCF SO < 333K, 45
> 333K (45 - 90)
PEO Mai < 333K 75
> 333K (80 100)
PEO_tLiCR SO „3 _ - CMal] _ _ < 333K 50 55
< 375K (50 - 60)
385K 70
Table 5.3. Percentage observed quadrupolar species in 
PEO - based electrol^e samples.
For the 8 / 1  PEO .Mai sample below = 333K, about 75% of the 
theoretical sodium content was observed and full ^®Ma fid intensity was 
obtained by 380 K, consistent with the release of 'lost' nuclei from the 
crystalline adduct as it dissolved into the amorphous phase. This result 
reinforces the assumption that a residual quadrupolar interaction kept the 
£3jfa fid short T^ at  ^180ps ( linewidth broad, = 2 kHz ), even though 
significant numbers of those nuclei must be mobile in the amorphous phase 
at Qâ... 380 K ( O' > 4 X 10"^ Scm~' ). Upon the mixing of salts the
fraction of observed in the nmr experiment decreased from the
values found in the corresponding PEO .Mal 4 / 1  and 8 / 1  samples, 
reflecting an increase in the number of nuclei affected by a second order 
quadrupolar interaction < hence not observed ). The values obtained for 
^®Ma in the mixed salt samples, ca. 55% in both, appeared temperature 
invariant up to 388 K.
Of perhaps more immediate interest in this work is the nmr response 
of the ''Li nucleus. For the 4 / 1  mixed salt sample the ''Li fid went from 
all short T^ ( 120 ps > at 310 K, to all long T^ by 350 K < at the 
inhomogeneity limit, = 900 ps ), the signal remaining at = 45% of the 
theoretical intensity over this and the entire temperature range of study. 
Since the lithium signal intensity does not change it is concluded that 
the short to long T^ transition for that nucleus concerns one sample 
enviroment, with no added intensity from, for example, the appearance of 
'lost' lithiums.
This immediately suggests a deviation from the accepted view for 
single salt 4 / 1  materials, such as those used in this work, where about 
90% of the sample is composed of 'crystalline complex', the remaining 
fraction pure PEO, which in the mixed salt case would have to solvate the 
nmr - observable Li"*" in the ratio EO / Li = 1.6 / 1. Instead the data fit 
the disordered spherulite model < mentioned in 4.2.2.1 ) where the
distinction between the mixed salt and the PEO^LiCF ^ 0  ^ samples is that 
the outer < disordered ) regions of the former permit lithium cations to 
become mobile above == 310 K, noted as a long T^ signal, but the latter
single salt material does not. The effect is thus noted as an improved 
conductivity resultant from more charge carriers in the mixed salt 4 / 1  
sample in comparison with the PEO^LiCF^SQ^ sample.
A similar model may be envisaged in comparing the mixed salt 
electrolyte PEOg [LiCF^ SQ l^ ^  ^ CMaD^ ^  with that of PEOgLiC^ SO^ , with 
the addition that non - observable lithiums may add to the ’’Li signal 
intensity above =£ 333 K as material with true crystalline character
dissolves into the newly aquired amorphous PEO fraction, ( Analysis of 
Fig. 4.8. in chapter A. and Table. 5.3, this chapter, shows in fact that the 
increase in number of observable lithiums occurs at a slightly faster rate 
in the PEOgLiCF^SO^ sample below = 380 K. The difference however is that 
the mixed salt ''Li signal is at the inhomogeneity limit ( = 900 ps ) by 
333 K but the single salt fid only lengthens in T^ slowly from 12Ops at 
333 K to the inhomogeneity limit by  ^385 K. This suggests that that the 
mixed salt lithiums become mobile quickly compared to the same nuclear 
species in the PEO ^LiCF^SO^ sample. >
%
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5,3,3.5 Recrystallisation behaviour
Final consideration is given to the recrystallisation behaviour of 
the mixed salt systems, as studied by the nmr technique. This involved the 
heating of samples in an oven to = 475 K (i.e above the liquidus 
temperature as determined by DSC, to give a homogeneous amorphous phase ), 
then quenching to 77 K in liquid nitrogen to 'freeze* the amorphous state, 
giving a short T^ ( = 10 ps ) or ( = 30 ps ) signal. Upon rapid 
heating to 313 K the amorphous state passed through Tg to give a longer
Tg signal, whereupon the growth of the crystalline fraction ( i.e the 
growth of a short T^ signal ) was monitored as a function of time. ( The 
heating rate was ca. 10 K min~'. Tg for the mixed salt samples, detected
as a lengthening of the short T^ fids, was found to be ca_ 298 fC for
the 4 / 1  and ca. 283 K for the 8 / 1  sample, showing the expected
viscosity effect on Tg of salt content. )
Fig. 5,15. shows the relevant plots for the 'H and ' ®F nuclei in the
respective mixed salt samples. Here '% Crystallinity' indicates the amount 
of crystalline fraction obtained from the usual two - component fid
analysis. ( ''Li was not studied because its T^ was long, of the order
of seconds, and noise levels required signal averaging ( == 36 fids ) 
during which time the observed fid would be changing due to the 
recrystallisation process. )
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Fig. 5.15, Isothermal recrystallisation data (3Î3 K), as determined 
oy nmr, for the polymer host ('H signal) and the CF^SO^ anion C ^ F  signal) 
in (il PEO^ELiCF^SOg]^ gCNall^ g and üd. PEOgCLiCF^SOglQ glNall^ g.
4 / 1  Sample,
The data shows that at 313 Z there was a rapid
initial recrystallisation, taking roughly six minutes, with ahout 46% of
the protons losing their motion in the process. This value remained 
constant for == 3/4 hr. until a second, slow loss of proton motion was
noted, taking = 5 hr. to reach the equilibrium fraction at 313 K of the 
heating cycle experiment < Fig. 5,12. ). It is also interesting to note that 
the 46% of the electrolyte which initially recrystallised under isothermal 
conditions corresponds to the 46% of the electrolyte remaining above 333 K 
in the heating cycle, which was assigned to the high melting temperature 
crystalline complex. It is not unreasonable therefore, to assume that the 
initial recrystallisation observed here is that of the high melting
temperature phase.
The data shows that the CF^SO" anion continually lost
motion until at = 3/4 hr. it, like the slowly headed off towards the 
equilibrium value obtained on the heating cycle (  ^95% ). If the initial
processes ( 0 - 3/4 hr. ) for the polymer chain and CFqSOr anion occurred IIin the same phase, then it can be concluded < from simple arithmetic ) ;j
that nearly all the anion is in the crystalline complex phase with the |
anproximate stoichiometry EO / CF S0„“ = 4 / 1. < Interestingly,3 3 I
Ithe reverse arguement implies that the predominant anionic species in the |
mixed salt amorphous C conducting ) phase is iodide. ) The '■'^F .'j
recrystallisation data immediately show why the percentage amorphous ^^ F 11
data in Fig. 5.13, is not as sensitive to the event noted at 333 K for 
the ^Li percentage amorphous data; the CF^SO~ anions are in a salt - 
rich crystalline phase which only dissolves progressively into the 
available amorphous fraction.
8 / 1  Sample.
The 8 / 1  sample was found to show recrystallisation 
profiles and timescales similar to that of the 4 / 1  but, as would be 
expected for the electrolyte of lower overall salt content, the fraction of 
crystalline complex was less. The ’ H data again showed what could be 
described as a two stage process; a faster initial recrystallisation 
period taking about 3/4 hr., with about 24% of the protons losing their 
motion, followed by a slow loss of proton motion to the equilibrium value 
noted in the heating cycle experiment ( = 70% ). That there is a slower 
second process is probably in qualitative in agreement with the accepted 
view that following the initial recrystallisation of the crystalline 
complex the remaining material is still too concentrated in salt to allow 
immediate formation of crystalline PEO - type material. Hence, time is 
required for the diffusion of remaining ionic species and the 
reorganisation of PEO chains. < For intermediate salt concentrations 
( EO / It"*" ? 10 / 1 ) the effect is particularly evident; PEO ^ ^al remains 
totally amorphous for several hours before recrystallisation of any type 
occurs and PEO^^LiClO^ may be maintained in an amorphous state for 
several days )
Similarly, the  ^-F data was two - stage, with change of 
recrystallisation rate occurring at the same time as for the protons 
( =: 3/4 hr. ). Again, if the initial processes occur in the same phase then 
most of the CF^SO~ content is in that phase with the approximate 
stoichiometry EO / CF^SO” == 5/1. This is not neccessarily a heretical
statement ( it is currently accepted, that the EO / salt concentration is 
( 4 / 1 in the crystalline complex ) but allows for a small amount of
iodide anion to be present in the high melting temperature complex, the 
remaining iodide fraction again the predominant anionic species in the 
mixed salt amorphous phase. ( An interesting experiment would perhaps be 
to look at competitive effects in a system of the type :
PEO .»•*•< CF^SO- / I- )
where only one cationic species is present, and deduce if there 
is a preferred phase for either anion type. >

APPSIDIX 1
The addition filter
Throughout the nmr work use was made of signal averaging to 
improve signal to noise ratios thus giving a 'cleaner' fid signal for 
subsequent analysis. There were times however when signal averaging 
was somewhat time - consuming i.e for ^Li with T^ = 30 s, waiting 
5T^ between pulse repetitions and averaging 36 free induction decays, 
meant at least 1% hrs for that data point at that temperature.
Apart from reducing noise levels by operating at higher field 
strengths < Zeeman levels are pushed further apart, giving a stronger rf 
absorbtion ) or improving receiver electronics, the noise must be accepted 
and signal averaging used to reduce it.
In this work, the free induction decay was detected as an 
oscillating voltage C in the receiver coil ), digitized, and then 
transferred to computer as 1024 data points. As an excercise, a noise 
'filter' was written to manipulate the data, involving the simplest of 
algorithms i.e in the basic computer dialect :
FOR Y = 1 TO 1024
X<Y) = ( X<Y) + I(Y + 1) ) / 2 One filter cycle.
ÜEXT Y
where successive fid data paints in the origonal array < XCY) > are 
averaged to generate a new array i.e :
x' Xg Xg new arrray.
x^  Xg Xg x^   original array
The filter was tested by synthesising a free induction decay of 
known peak to trough amplitudes < using a scaled function of the form 
sinC X ).exp( -x ) ), shown in Fig. A.I., then adding noise to it via the 
basic 'SAroOM* command. The data was then 'filtered' according to the above 
algorithm. Each cycle took = 5s. to run using BBC basic and the observed 
effect was to pull the noise in towards the pure fid profile. Vith two 
filter cycles the fid was observed to be notably 'cleaner* and by the 5^*"' • 
cycle < i.e 5^'"' - generation data ) fid peak - trough amplitudes were 
essentially those of the parent fid.
Similar effects were noted upon real data, as shown in Fig. A.2. but 
it was considered that the use of such a simple algorithm without further 
characterisation would be unwise in determining fid amplitudes.
/"A
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//
/
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fid + noise
/J.*
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.r.
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5 filter cycles
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The effect of the addition filter upon a computer - 
generated 'noisy* free induction decay. The parent fid ( no added 
noise ) is included for comparison.
____6
(a) Parent fid
(b) 5 filter cycles
v“’î: .,A'\ :V:
(c) signal averaging
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Fig. A.2. The ’^ F fid in PEOgCLiCF^SO^]^ giBallg  ^ at elevated 
temperature, (a) The fid following a single k / 2  pulse < parent fid ),
(b) The effect of the addition filter < 5 cycles > upon the parent fid. 
Cel The signal averaged fid C 49 parent fids ).
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P.P.7
The rotation barrier in the CF^SO" anion by MîîDO calculation.
Modified Meglect of Differential Overlap ( MSTDO ) calculations,
based upon molecular orbital theory, are semiempirical methods
particularly suited to structural and heat of formation calculations for 
known C and hypothetical ) molecular species’®'*-. As mainframe computer 
time has become more available < and less expensive ) the use of such 
calculations has found increasing use in chemistry as a corroborative tool 
for experimental data. With this in mind the CF^ rotation barrier in the 
trifluoromethanesuIphonate anion ( CF^SO" ) was calculated by the MHDO 
method.
Calculations of the MîTDO type involve the use of a set of
predetermined parameters to define the forms and energies of the atomic 
orbitals of the constituent atoms in the studied molecule. The calculation 
then involves finding the combinations of these atomic orbitals which give 
rise to sets of molecular orbitals with the correct symmetries and the 
lowest ( most negative ) electronic energy for the chosen molecular and /
or electronic constraints. This is known as the linear combination of
atomic orbitals ( LCAÜ ) formalism’®'*. Core < non - bonding ) electrons
are not considered but electron - electron interactions are taken into
account ( with the self - consistent field ( SCF ) method >.
The computer program ( from the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange 
library, number 455 ) was run on a Fax mainframe computer by D. Higgins, 
Initial constraints involved an estimate of interatomic bondlengths, a 
formal charge of [-13 on the molecule, and that the system formed an
equilateral triangle in a plane perpendicular to the principal axis of 
the anion. ( A similar geometry was adopted for the oxygens in the 
SO^ group.) The following bondlengths were chosen from reference tab3.es’ 
as initial estimates for those in the anion ( Table A.l ) :
Bond Bondlength / Angstroms,
carbon - fluorine 1.36
carbon - sulphur 1.79
sulphur - oxygen 1.75
Table A.I. Estimated bondlengths in the CF^SOg anion before
the optimisation procedure.
A sub - program then optimised these values ( and the three - 
dimensional geometry of the atoms in the molecule ) before procedlng to 
the main operation of calculating the heat of formation of the anion as a 
function of the dihedral angle i.e the angle between the fluorines in the 
CF^ group, and the oxygen atoms in the SO^ group when the molecule is 
viewed along its Hewman projection. ( For each dihedral angle increment 
the molecular geometry was again optimised before the heat of formation 
calculation. )
This enthalpy in formation, is shown in Fig. A.3., where the 
’reaction co - ordinate' sampled the increment in the dihedral angle as the 
CF^ group was rotated relative to the SC^  group. It is apparent from the 
figure that the lowest energy configuration for the anion was 
calculated for a staggered conformation ( dihedral angle = 60= ) whilst 
the least favourable geometry was with an eclipsed configuration 
( dihedral angle = 0= ). This is entirely reasonable and is consistent 
with other studies, such as those for ethane’^ ® or the aminophosphines’ 
where the staggered conformations were shown to be of lower energy than 
the eclipsed, the difference between the two extremes representing the 
rotation barrier in those molecules.
Inspection of the figure shows therefore that the internal rotation 
barrier for the molecule studied here < CF^SO" anion ) corresponds to the 
heat of formation of the anion in the eclipsed conformation minus the 
corresponding value for the staggered i.e :
£ -503,87 - ( -515,20 ) J x 10^ J = 6.3 kJ mol ^
In addition, the lODO 
package yielded the interatomic distance data shown in Table A,2. from 
which the inter - fluorine distance was taken as 2.17 Angstroms.
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1
C(l) 1 1 0.000
S(2) I 2.020 0.000
0(3) 1 1 2.340 1.528 0.000
0(4) I 1 2.340 1.528 2.551 0.000
0(5) j 2.840 1.528 2.551 2.551 0.000
iF (6) 1 1.351 2.823 3.246 4.007 3.426 0.000
F (7) 1 1 1,351 2.823 4.007 3.246 3.426 2.166 0.000
F (8) ' 
1
1.351 2,823 3.246 3.246 4,007 2.166 2.166 0,000
Table A.2. Interatomic distance data < in Angstroms ) obtained from 
ICa'DO calculation for the CF^SO" anion.
( X(n) represents the atomic symbol, X i.e C = carbon, and the number 
assigned to a given atom in the MÎTDO calculation, n. )
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